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COMMUNITY ASCERTAINMENT AND RELATED ACTIVITIES
SUMMARY FOR
OCEANIC TIME WARNER CABLE FRANCHISE RENEWAL
COUNTY OF MAUI, HAWAII
RESULTS AS OF JANUARY 6, 2013
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The State of Hawaii, Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs, Cable Television Division, (DCCA)
is in the process of considering a request from Oceanic Time Warner Cable (Oceanic) to renew the
company’s cable television franchises for the County of Maui. The County comprises the islands of
Maui, Molokai, Lanai, and Kahoolawe. As part of the activities relative to this consideration, undertaken
in accordance with federal franchise renewal guidelines set out in the Cable Communications Policy Act
of 1984, as amended in 1992 and 1996 (the Cable Act), DCCA is conducting an ascertainment of future
cable‐related community needs and interests, along with certain studies and reviews related to the
ascertainment. The results of all of these activities are intended to form part of the basis for DCCA’s
anticipated negotiation of a possible new franchise, or franchises, with Oceanic. This report is presented
as complete for the purpose of triggering the ability of the DCCA to request an application for franchise
renewal from the cable operator under the procedures specified in Hawaii State law and Hawaii
Administrative Rules. However, this report is not intended to represent, necessarily, the conclusion of
the assessment of community needs and interests relative to DCCA's rights and duties, as a local
franchising authority, under the formal franchise renewal procedures described in the Cable Act. DCCA
specifically reserves the right to conduct such additional needs assessment activities as it may deem
appropriate, relative to the Cable Act formal process, and to finally conclude those activities at its own
discretion, as provided for in the Act. The ascertainment has included the following principal elements,
which are covered in the main sections of this report:


A series of three open public meetings, consisting of public forums to gather public comment



A written community questionnaire, made available to all members of the public through the
public meetings, DCCA’s website, and other means.



A series of direct stakeholder interviews with individuals and groups in the governmental,
educational and non‐profit sectors having particularly strong knowledge, history or interest with
respect to the use of the cable system for community purposes



A written customer satisfaction survey made available to all members of the public through the
public meetings, DCCA’s website, and other means.



The solicitation of written comment, through letters and emails to DCCA, resulting in seventy‐
six individual communications to the Department.

In addition, consistent with Cable Act guidelines DCCA has conducted the following background reviews
related to the ascertainment activities:


A financial review of Oceanic, to determine its financial capacity for carrying out future
operations in Maui County



An engineering review of the Oceanic cable system, focused on its current and future capacity
for providing state‐of‐the‐art services



A review of Oceanic’s past compliance with its obligations under the current franchises
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To assist the State in these franchise renewal activities, DCCA is utilizing the services of the financial
consulting firm Merina & Company, LLP, working with two subcontractors. This report represents the
consultant’s description of the results of the principal ascertainment and related background study
activities undertaken to date. The principal Merina & Company, LLP agents involved in assisting DCCA in
this work are Certified Public Accountant Tonya Moffitt, along with Merina & Company, LLP
subcontractors Stephen Jolin of the municipal communications consulting firm MuniCom, and
communications engineer Brian Nordlund.

PUBLIC MEETINGS
Introduction
The franchise renewal ascertainment process included three open community ascertainment forums
conducted by DCCA and its consultants, to obtain public input. At the forums, DCCA was represented by
CATV Division Administrator Donn Yabusaki, senior Division staff members Glen Chock and (in Wailuku)
Laurie Wong, and consultant Steve Jolin. The forums were held at:


Molokai — Kulana ‘Oiwi DHHL/OHA, Kaunakakai—August 27, 2012 (3:30 pm‐5:30 pm)



Maui — West Maui Senior Center, Lahaina—August 28, 2012 (4:30 pm‐6:30 pm)



Maui — J. Walter Cameron Center, Wailuku—August 29, 2012 (4:30 pm‐7:00 pm)

The forums were advertised in the local media, on the DCCA website, and on the PEG Access channels.
At the Molokai meeting, 36 people attended the event and signed the sign‐up sheet, with 23 people
giving oral testimony. The Lahaina forum was attended by 18 people signing the sign‐up sheet, of whom
9 gave oral testimony. In Wailuku, there were 40 people attending who signed the sign‐up sheet, with
22 of them giving oral testimony. Many attendees at the forums, either during the forum or afterwards,
completed a written questionnaire on community needs and Akaku services, and a survey on Oceanic
customer service. All attendees were particularly urged to submit additional written testimony to DCCA
either at the meetings or in the weeks subsequent to the meetings, and DCCA did receive more than 75
letters and emails as part of the ascertainment process.
Summary of Oral Comments
In what follows we summarize the comments presented by members of the public at the community
forums. Our intent is to capture the substance and breadth of what was said, not to record all
comments verbatim. We have organized our summary according to the major themes that occurred in
all three of the meetings, but provide specific comments to represent special local needs and interests
that testimony at particular meetings made evident. This focus on local needs is especially necessary
with respect to Molokai, where testimony suggested particular dissatisfaction with both cable and
internet service and pricing.
Major Themes
Appreciation and Support for Akaku and Community Media
The overwhelming majority of participants (some 40 out of 54 who gave oral testimony) in all of the
meetings indicated strong support for Akaku and the services it provides to the islands of Maui. The
following are among the specific programs and other benefits provided by Akaku which were mentioned
as valuable in the testimony:






Candidate forums during the political season
Coverage of County Council, boards and commissions, and other local government meetings
Televised access to specific community events
Sole television news story coverage of local life in the County
High quality of facilities, staff, volunteers, producers, management and operations at Akaku
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Education and training opportunities in communications, equipment operation, the operation of
local government
Serving as voice of local Native Hawaiian community and culture
Production of the Mayor’s Forum
Talk shows featuring interesting local figures
Important entertainment and information resource for senior citizens
Voice and training opportunity for youth
Broad and high reputation of Akaku throughout the County
Sense of local ownership of Akaku
Alternative news and information source in a county where newspaper sources are narrowly
owned
Resource for producing public service announcements
Forum for community activism
Forum for individual expression under the 1st Amendment the U.S. Constitution
Community media as a communications gathering place, like a park or playground
Communications lifeline for Maui as neighbor‐island
Opportunity for making quality programming at much less cost than commercial productions
Important avenue for civic engagement in the County
Akaku’s trustworthiness in representing the truth of local states of affairs
Outlet for communal activity, e.g., storytelling, singing, praying
Avenue for airing of local issues, e.g., undersea cable, windmills, poverty
Information resource on nutrition, children, family issues—especially important where other
resources are scarce
Akaku as important expression of identity of local community

In addition to expressing strong and often quite specific appreciation for the services of Akaku, many
speakers also made specific recommendations for provisions they regarded as important to include in
any new franchise with Oceanic Time Warner. The tone and substance of much of this testimony is
fairly represented by the remarks of Jay April, Akaku’s Executive Director. Mr. April set forth what he
regarded as “the ten minimum services” that should be required of the cable company in return for its
use of the public rights of way under the franchise. All or some portion of these items were referred to
by the majority of participants who spoke in support of Akaku.
The ten items included in testimony are the following:
1. Akaku PEG access channels should be cablecast with the same format and quality as commercial
channels carried by the cable company, including High Definition format; and the Akaku
channels should be made available on multiple tiers of service.
2. Maintain channel identification numbers for the Akaku channels so they have a stable location
and can be readily found by viewers
3. Increase operating and capital funding for Akaku. Suggestions included having a full allowable
5% of the company’s gross revenues collected by DCCA as franchise fees, with the increase over
current levels devoted to Akaku; seeking to increase franchise fees above 5% (e.g., to 15%);
increasing Akaku funding with funds currently going to Educational Access; increasing capital
support above the current $3 per sub annually; tying capital funding to a percentage of
company gross revenues, rather than to the number of subscribers; subsidizing Molokai and
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4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Lanai PEG operations from funds currently going to Olelo; devoting funds to Akaku which are
currently reserved for Hawaii Public Broadcasting System. There should be no restrictions on
the use of Akaku funds for community media purposes, regardless of technology, whether
traditional CATV or more modern broadband.
Provide Akaku with 25 hours of Video on Demand
Provide 100 promotional spots for Akaku run on OTW’s channels.
Reserve 10% of OTW spectrum for Akaku and other public benefit use.
Provide fast, affordable Internet service available to all parts of the County. (This would benefit
Akaku as a user, and includes a recommendation (see #8 below) for making free wi‐fi available
in parks and other public facilities as a public media benefit of the kind Akaku is particularly
interested in developing. However, the overall recommendation is also meant to address the
wider need to have high‐speed commercial broadband available everywhere in the County, for
economic development and related purposes; as such, it is treated in more detail below, as a
major theme of the forums, separate from the theme of support for Akaku.)
Provide free wi‐fi in public parks and other public facilities.
Provide for Akaku use of currently unused fibers on the Institutional Network in the County.
OTW should provide and advertise a low‐priced (e.g., $15/mo.) basic service that would include
Akaku and education channels.

There were a number of additional suggestions from speakers, including:





Make Maui public benefits from the cable company comparable to any the company provides in
any other system
Provide support to Akaku to accommodate any technological evolution in the cable system’s
delivery of services
One speaker recommended getting rid of Akaku on Molokai, and replacing it with a local
equivalent, to be more responsive to local needs
Akaku should be given a long‐term contract, e.g., 20 years

The Need For Fast, Affordable Broadband Internet Service County‐Wide
In addition to being included among the ten “minimum services” to be provided for under any new
franchise, as outlined above and approved by many supporters of Akaku referring to the list, the
recommendation to negotiate for fast, affordable broadband service throughout the county was directly
made by many speakers at the forums. This was especially the case at the forum on Molokai, where the
island has labored under an Internet service called Wave, provided by Time Warner, which is
significantly inferior to the Roadrunner service which the company provides on Maui for the same price.
Nearly a third of the speakers at Molokai indicated the need for better broadband. Specific comments
on the situation included the following:






The Wave service suffers from a poor microwave transmission link
Oceanic is abusing their monopoly in their policy of charging the same for different levels of
service in different parts of the county
The service advertised as “up to 5 Mbps” never comes close to that, and in the evenings when
there is more traffic, can slow to as little as .38 Mbps
Oceanic has not upgraded, despite many requests, but has added customers to its inferior
service
The cable company is in effect exploiting Molokai
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Good Internet service is a necessity for many for earning a living
Molokai service should be made equal to Maui service
Good broadband service is a necessity for connection to the world these days
Small businesses need good Internet service
Internet service on Molokai is “high‐priced garbage”
Successful economic development depends on broadband
Internet service has become like a utility, needed by all

Several speakers made the point that, while Internet service may not be directly subject to regulation
under a cable franchise, nothing, in their view, prevents negotiation of agreements regarding
broadband; DCCA should, in their opinion, take a strong negotiating approach, during this franchising
process, to secure such agreements ensuring fast, affordable broadband throughout Maui County.
Speakers noted that moving in this direction should be a priority now, since even video services are
likely to be delivered over broadband technology in the foreseeable future.
Improve the Technical Delivery of Cable Service, and Customer Service Response
A number of speakers both at Molokai and Wailuku complained of poor television signal quality and
frequent outages, and several of them also reported unsatisfactory customer service response from the
cable company. These speakers indicated a need to improve service in both areas. Particular problems
reported include the following:











Many disruptions of service, loss of signal
Many instances of broken‐up signal
Fuzzy television pictures
Wait times of 15‐30 minutes before being connected to a cable company customer service
representative
Encountered an answering machine rather than a person on the phone
Customer service did not return phone calls
Delay of a week to schedule a repair visit
No‐show by the repair person
Repair needed five visits, yet never resolved the problem
Ineffective, though courteous, repair persons

Franchise and Negotiation Matters
A significant number of people testifying at the three meetings urged specific approaches to the
franchise negotiations, or the inclusion of specific major franchise provisions. The principle
recommendations were the following:






Negotiations should encompass both cable and internet services
Discussions with TW should be approached as negotiations and deal‐making, as well as
regulatory responsibility.
The requirements of any new franchise, particularly those related to community media, should
be made to apply regardless of any change in federal or state regulatory structure, and
regardless of the technological means by which services are delivered, during the term of the
franchise.
Grant a consolidated franchise combining the current Maui County and Lahaina/West Maui
franchises into a single franchise, to help provide for uniform service throughout the County.
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One speaker, however, urged separating franchises in order to be able to more specifically
address inequities that might be lost sight of in statistics covering the entire County. It was also
suggested that if a consolidated franchise is granted, DCCA should require compensation for the
move.
Take care in negotiating the term length of the franchise, given the likelihood of regulatory and
technological change. Suggestions: a term as short as 1 year, or 5 years, with extensions as
changes unfold; a 10‐year franchise; a term up to 20 years, but with strong periodic reviews to
respond to relevant changes.
Be strong and creative in negotiating trades for priority needs in Maui County.
Include a “most favored nation” provision in the franchise, providing for public benefits on a par
with those provided in any other franchise area where TW is the operator.
Seek to provide competition for TW in Maui County, as a means of improving service
Seek to provide for fair, consistent and transparent rates for services across the County
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COMMUNITY QUESTIONNAIRE
Introduction and Summary of Findings
Introduction
A Community Questionnaire was developed by DCCA and its consultants to elicit feedback regarding
particular community needs, related to PEG Access, that might be fulfilled by the franchise renewal
process; and to provide an opportunity for comment on the service provided by Akaku, the non‐profit
organization currently responsible for the delivery of PEG Access in Maui County. The questionnaire
includes a number of multiple choice questions, and also several questions that invite written comment.
It was distributed at each of the three Public Meetings held by DCCA on the franchise renewal process,
was posted on the DCCA web site, was made available in the DCCA office, and was advertised on PEG
channels. In all, 56 completed questionnaires were received by DCCA prior to the September 15
deadline. In this part of the report, we summarize and present in detail results of the completed
questionnaires.1
Summary of Findings
PEG‐Related Community Needs


14 respondents thought the current number of PEG channels (5) was about right, with 40
suggesting it needs to be increased.



46 respondents thought funding for PEG needs to be increased, 3 thought it was about right,
while 1 person suggested it was more than enough.



50 respondents suggest it is very important for PEG to keep up with commercial TV in new
technologies.



53 respondents said the cable system’s capability of transmitting PEG programming from
remote sites is very important to meet community needs, and one thought it somewhat
important.



51 respondents said the availability of PEG programs live and in archive via the Internet is very
important to meet community needs.



On a scale of 1‐5 (with 5 indicating the highest rating) respondents on average rated the
importance of all three types of programming—P, E, and G—between 4 and 4.4.



47 respondents indicated an interest, for themselves or organizations they belong to, in making
programs to show on a cable channel; one respondent was not interested.

Written Comments on PEG and Akaku
Written comments submitted on the questionnaires, with respect to general PEG needs and Akaku’s
services, indicate prominently:


General appreciation for Akaku and community media services in Maui County, with one

dissenting comment.

1

Respondents self-selected for this questionnaire, as part of their participation in ascertainment activities.
Although survey results may reasonably be accepted as indicators for calling attention to issues and
suggesting areas of special interest for respondents, no claims are made regarding the
representativeness of the sample relative to the general population. Please note: not all respondents
answered all questions.
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The need for supporting specific capabilities at Akaku, such as HD, VOD, adequate PEG
bandwidth; channel quality, format, identification stability and accessibility on the system;
support for transition from analog to digital, Internet capabilities, etc.
Recommendations for stable and increased funding for Akaku and community media

In addition, there are many comments indicating a strong interest in improving broadband Internet
service in Maui County—not only as a public benefit but as a generally available and affordable
commercial service—and recommendations for how to approach negotiations, specific franchise
requirements to develop, or other matters to address in the franchise renewal process.
A summary of all individual written comments is provided for each appropriate section of the
Questionnaire Results below.
Community Questionnaire Results
Residence: Are you a resident of the County of Maui? __52__ Yes __0__ No __2__ No Response
Part A – Community Needs. Select the response for each question that best represents your opinion.
1. The number of channels (3 for Akaku, 1 for Higher Ed., 1 for DOE) Currently used for
programming about and by local schools, government agencies, community agencies and
individuals by Akaku is:
_14_about the right number, given community needs
_40_ insufficient; more channels are needed to meet community needs
_ 0_more than enough; fewer channels are needed to meet community needs
_ 2_no opinion
2. The financial support provided by Oceanic which is collected and itemized on a subscribers bill
for public, education and government access services, and funding for PBS Hawaii:
__3__about the right amount
_46 insufficient; more support is needed to meet community needs
__1 __more than enough; a lesser amount would meet community needs
__3 _no opinion
3. As cable service develops in the direction of digital and high definition transmission, how
important is it that public, education and government access (Akaku’s)programming is provided
to viewers with convenience of access , signal quality, and other technical features comparable
to those which are provided for broadcast stations (KHNL, KHON, KITV, KGMB, etc) and other
popular commercial programming?
_50_ very important
_ 1 _ somewhat important
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_ 0 _not important
__0 _ no opinion
4. The current or existing capability of the cable system to transmit live or recorded video
programming provided via the Akaku channels from various sites around Maui is:
_52 _very important to meet the community needs
__3__somewhat important to meet community needs
__0__not important to meet community needs
__0__no opinion
5. The availability of public education and government access programs via live or archived video
streaming via the internet is
_51__ very important to meet community needs
__2__somewhat important to meet community needs
__0 __not important to meet community needs
__0 _no opinion

6.

On a scale of 1 to 5, (5 being the highest), what is your level of interest in having available for
viewing the following types of local programs?
Legislative sessions, county council meetings, special events, schedules and information
about various services?
1:_0_ _ 2:__2__ 3:__3__ 4:__8__ 5:_38_
Secondary or higher institutional educational programs (UH/DOE), classes, events, long
distance learning and other instructional programs?
1:__1__2:__1__3:__7__4:__9__5:__36__
A variety of shows produced by local citizens and organizations on topics of their choice.
For example: local hula recitals or performing arts programs; forums for local political
candidates; heal, nutrition, cooking and fitness shows; local documentaries; video news
coverage of community events; a bulletin board of community events; etc.
1:__0__ 2:__0__3:__6__4:_4___5:_42___

7. Do you, or organizations you belong to, find it of interest to have facilities equipment and
support available for producing television shows about your organization’s activities, to show on
a local cable PRG access channel?
__47__ Yes __1__ No _ 1__ don’t know__2_ No Response
8. Are there any other matters that you believe should be addressed through the franchise
renewal process to help assure that the Oceanic cable system meets local community needs? If
so, please comment below ( use back of last page if necessary)
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Broadband speeds should be better, especially for live broadcasting capabilities.
I have all my yes marked and number 5 to show how important it is for me and
organization and PEG access channel it is a need to our community.
A basic package at lower cost/subsidized perhaps for seniors on fixed or limited incomes
– could be means tested.
I believe it is important … public access stations are needed as regular stations when it
come to HD quality of their broadcast, as well as fast broadband internet.
I will submit any other matters to Donn Yabusaki.
Hi‐definition capability, repeat Akaku on all tiers of service, keep some channel ID’s and
placement, no diminishment of public spectrum in migration from analog to digital,
guarantee same or better PEG access that any other franchise in America where Time
Warner does business.
I believe the community (Maui County) needs and deserves organizations like Akaku.
Akaku deserves more funding and every subscriber deserved better internet speeds, up
and down, at less cost.
The internet should regulate to prove what service Time Warner said it will provide. We
should have the federal agency here to answer the questions we have on broadband
service that you cannot answer – right now they are charging the same prices as Oahu,
but we are getting half or less speed. It seems that they can charge and any price they
want because no one locally can do anything about it.
Internet service uses the same cable system. Wave service is lousy – evenings often
have only kilo bit download speeds. Oceanic know the service is poor but have shown
no desire to address the problem. The monopoly position needs to be regulated by
someone.
Other cable bids
An immediate audit needs to be completed to make certain all the monies which legally
must be provided to Akaku are provided. In addition the full 5% needs to be given to
Akaku, NOT 3% as is now. Plus, the 1% which is given to PBS needs to CEASE and
returned to public access.
Support, (financial and community) of local Maui county programs/content – digital and
HD support or PEG channels, including additional channel capacity – customer service
Take some of the power out of the monopoly situation. Provide WIFI for all, put in
many public places.
Increased funding for Akaku, fair treatment compared to other community access
stations across nations, HD channels for Akaku, affordable high speed internet service
for Maui County.
Require Time Warner Cable Inc. to pay an additional 5% of their Gross Revenue from
Maui County to be paid to the Maui County film office. Also, require Time Warner Cable
to provide a HD Channel for broadcasting Maui County independent and student
producer productions NATIONWIDE.
Make all CSPAN channels available to any and all subscribers at no additional charges
forever and always without prejudice.
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Public access needs HDTV, Video OnDemand, more support, 10% more bandwidth for
public use, affordable access to internet, more technical support for internet, more
technical discloser about the cable bandwidth.
Yes, the DOE channel was moved to someplace above 300, as a DOE teacher, we no
longer have access because Time Warner took away channel 56. It is a terrible loss to
our students!
The .55% uncollected Franchise Fee should be collected and given to public access.
Akaku deserves fair treatment as another important channel. Akaku needs better
funding to better serve 3 islands. Everyone deserves access to reliable internet and local
channels like Akaku. Help Akaku evolve with technology and keep honor in all contracts
regarding changes in laws or times.
More funding and support. Akaku over To HDTV. Expansion of Facilities.
It is important for our community id awareness, understanding how our elected officers
are doing, to our islands as a service to the community of Maui, Molokai, Lanai, Without
Akaku our community will be going backwards, our community needs Akaku for our
community voice.
No restrictions on where funds are used. Free Wifi in public areas/places. Fast and
affordable internet for all.
Public access needs more funding from franchise fees.
Funding that takes rising cost into account. Equal public benefits as nation. Fast,
affordable internet. Free Wifi in public places.
Increased funding for build out of digital literacy and new meeting platform to
compliment. HD quality channels for Akaku. Free internet access for public places.
Ensure access to channels, not pay for or on bottom tier. Cost of living/doing business
increases to support Akaku as all costs increase

PART B – Akaku Services Public, education and government access service on Maui are currently
delivered by Akaku: Maui Community Television.
1. Are you or your organization an active user of Akaku’s services?
__40__ Yes __9__ No __4_ No Answer
1a. if yes, provide any comments you may have on which Akaku services are especially
helpful to you and/or what Akaku might do to better assist your productions (use back
of last page if necessary):
 Very important for Veterans, very important for the election process
 Provides info to Veterans
 This service that Akaku provides is a blessing for our community on Maui,
Molokai and Lanai Islands. It brings a lot of awareness that the community of
our island need to know “What is Community”
 Good info – highlighting local activities, political, non‐profit and community
information – civic education
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Akaku provided the public with news that no one else has since it is the only TV station
in Maui
Maui live poet society, school board meetings repeated more than once
They need more money to expand to West side and rural areas
Can’t afford video equipment, without Akaku people can’t become video editors
Akaku provides a vital service to Maui County community. They allow residents to learn
video technology, air programs that would otherwise never be seen or heard.
Government and non‐private programming is aired often and is important
Election/ often local Molokai issues
Provide to the community meetings that I have missed. Awesome info with community
members are able to share with Akaku Maui–wide. It is good to hear from both sides.
Akaku does an amazing job; please continue to provide this very important service
Aspartame issue – make a DVD talking about this poison
I do NOT have cable available where I reside. So I watch online and the signal is poor!
Advertisements every few minutes; dropped signals, etc.
Very helpful, knowledgeable staff and high tech equipment. Very important outlets for
free speech in the community
Education and classes at Akaku are excellent for kids and adults – also lots of support for
community non‐profits and excellent coverage of government, elections and community
events
As a member of a Hawaiian Canoe Club our young paddlers have used Akaku facilities to
produce public service announcements including cameras and editing equipment
Community meeting
Support the Kihei Community Association Television our monthly community public
meetings
Akaku has allowed me to have public access to issues in the community. It provides
services for me as well as the community. It also allows me to have access to new
knowledge, equipment and opportunity
Akaku is a great asset to the community but as an independent film producer with US
government student loan debt, Akaku “Floods the Market”
Education in production, how to tell a story
Helpful access to equipment and production facilities citizens and students to produce
programming
Video Programmable service
I have directed hundreds of shows on Akaku for different production companies:
crossroads, Maui talks, nation news, truth and justice and other that have come and
gone in the past 3 years. If feel that HD services is a must and should be added to the
standard definition that already is in place. 6 Channels altogether.
I allow people to have a voice and to share stories. I cover events and social issues as a
platform to get issues out by corporate influence.
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Current events, political and community. Highly educational in many aspects. Has been
a great, positive influence. Excellent staff.
I am a volunteer at Akaku and the staff is a plus. Staff members are teachers at Akaku
that are willing to teach anyone.
Akaku provides everything needed to present information etc., for the public.
Opportunity to intern while attending UHMC‐ECET program, take all classes available,
reserve and use all the equipment, 1st show‐ MCBRC, lunch workshop for small business,
2nd show – MIL paddling regatta, edited and produced at Akaku. Next big project is
documenting stores for KA Ohana Kalaupapa. Historical stuff –those one of a kind
things! Mentoring, shadowing, and getting advice and direction from some of the most
talented people in our state! Right here at lil’ ol’ Akaku! I’m excited to volunteer for live
shows. It is a full blown classroom for me. Guessing there is at least 200 years of
combined experience under that tiny roof. I am the fortunate one!
Access equipment (computers/cameras).
Help promote community events.
The Airing of youth programs including youth sports. Access to equipment.
Distributes content on issues and groups underserved in commercial television‐voice on
local community. Provides access to equipment for producing non commercial
community content. Provides education and mentorships for media productions.
1b. If no, what services would Akaku have to provide for you to consider utilizing
Akaku’s facilities and services?
On the other islands our service is poor. Molokai and/or Lanai. What is our community
worth?
None. Thoroughly support Akaku services
Rotary events such as the Mike Lyons Palaka Awards
N/A
Broader coverage of state legislative and educational programming.
Better faster internet through time Warner
N/A I am happy with Akaku
Interest in watching









2. What types of current Akaku shows (or names of specific programs), if any, do you value most
(use back of last page if necessary)?
 Informational programs, government meetings, cultural shows, children’s programs and
educational shows
 When it is about our elected officer that do not agree with the community of our island
of Maui, Molokai and Lanai.
 Cultural, civic and current events and issues.
 It’s not so much specific programs rather than different stories. Lately Akaku had a
show on the Maui Mesa Mall. The election coverage is also important.
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County Council, channel 54, news and public affairs.
Community produced shows are my favorite shows.
County council, commission meetings, etc. We also watch a lot of the community
programs.
PSA.
I was the producer/host of Maui talks‐tv, a public affairs, 90 minute live program, which
was on for over 9+ years. With more reasonably priced trainings the show could be
back on the air.
Gout a public programs
County council, a variety of show dealing with Maui issues
Government meetings, candidate forums
Election coverage, events coverage, news programming, documentaries, call in talk
shows
Community events, Hawaiian cultural events, election coverage
Interviews and public opinion shows
Amy Goodman news program
All of Maui community TV
County councils, planning department, and other governments meetings is VITAL. No
Profits of numerous types, can use open mic service
Election coverage live.
I watch a variety of programs on Akaku. Most are valued and interesting
Public health and community forum on local safety
All live shows, community events, local produced shows
All info about Maui – where else can you get the pros and cons
County council, election coverage, citizen programming
Local news
Vegan food – prepared by Artie Swingle and youth Tiffany Taniele. Very Educational and
healthy
County council meetings
LV; Talk stories, Cultural
All Akaku shows are interesting
Cooking demonstrations
County council, boards and commission, talk shows with local residents and topics.
Talk V with Dr. T
I enjoy all of the productions that this community provides. Akaku programming is
alright, there should be more of it, also channel and the internet.
Government proceedings, election coverage, Akaku news, Social issues/open mics.
Why in the world are they spraying.
Government.
Love all three channels. I watch them at all times throughout the day.
Current events, past, history and modern Hawaiian history.
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Love to watch shows that are similar to the ones I produce or ones I would like to
produce. In many cases, I’m able to talk to other producers and determine how was
shot and/or edited. Government channel is incredible! Maui County has nothing to hide
from those who get cable. Akaku invites the public in to view 52, 53 and 54, love those
local garage bands style.
Arts and Cultural programs.
Government.
Arts, Sports, youth, cultural programming.
Count council meetings, community shows, elections.
Election coverage, media salons, county politics, commissions, councils, youth sports,
community stories.

3. Are there other services or specific types of shows that you would like Akaku to offer to better
address community needs (use back of last page if necessary)?
 To serve as an informational hub; with fast internet speeds for meetings and seminars.
 When our community has children that are willing to learn how to begin Akaku will be
there to help the children learning process
 I think Akaku could expand their service to the public if funding was extended.
 News and Sports.
 No.
 No.
 Two way testing for county council hearings plus boards and commissions, from various
county and public facilities.
 More online classes
 I used to see “NPR”; would like more in that vein, national news, etc. (Democracy Now)
 HD Capabilities – Akaku has the technology but HD channels are not provided to them
by Time Warner
 Akaku could do even more with more resources to expand media education, community
coverage and local news. Also, develop web platform as well as tv.
 No
 “For Profit” Services
 More live coverage and video on demand
 The selection is excellent on Akaku
 Senior citizens programs, more Hawaiian language programs ( learning the language),
historical programs ( land use, history of Molokai, Binds, natural reserves), ranching &
agricultural
4. Provide any other comments you may have on how current Akaku services do or do not help to
meet community needs (use back of last page if necessary)?
 Akaku tries its best to video many events of community value – the staff is helpful and
impartial in its programming and government issues. It is the only place to use
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expensive equipment I can’t afford, the only chance to air my views and learn digital
technology.
As a volunteer at Akaku, I find myself learning how to do audio work to understand what
I must know. I still need to know how to add music which I must know. They have
shown many ways that can be taught or learning.
The trainings are TOO expensive for many people. With more funding from the
franchise provider, the full 5%, at least, perhaps the fees could be lowered
Great community service. Without Akaku, there would be no voice – especially for Maui
County community
Akaku gives the public a forum for sharing information and discussing important issues
for the community. The public has a right to have these broadcasting capabilities free of
corporate interests
I have done more than 500 shows over 18 years here. Constantly people thank me for
info delivered and forum for many people and organizations
Akaku does a wonderful job of presenting local government meetings and covering our
local elections
Provide Maui info as ONLY television services
Akaku services do allow the community to have access but gorging Akaku for more
support would only benefit our community as a whole, allowing everyone to keep up to
date on unique island issues
HDTV needs, Faster internet
They, Akaku, do an excellent job
Needs another employee
First of all, they are the only stations that television Maui concerns. A lot of the
programming on Akaku is much better than commercial stations.
Be on on the weekend.
Akaku provides services that teach you how to use and maintain Final Cut Pro X, field
camera and studio productions.
Akaku does amazing work with what little is has and therefore needs a substantial
amount of money and manpower to serve even better.
None.
I am a volunteer who loves to learn and it is hard for me. I am lazy eyes at the computer
so much to be invisible at the program.
Through education (through the lack of funding and skill of all employees and volunteer
staff) Akaku is in need of more airtime for the flood of videos coming in from Maui
County. Need more channels and internet service.
With shoestring budget, Akaku is providing a veritable service to Maui County though
with increased funding could provide more and better services. Such as, additional
educational classes, better quality broadcasting and current technology equipment.
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PART C – Other comments. If you have any additional comments not addressed above regarding
community needs that you believe should be addressed in the franchise renewal process please
note them in the space below.





















Maui County needs Akaku. Maui County needs better internet service – much faster and
much cheaper. To provide the services our community deserves.
Our services need to be faster on our internet. Our PEG service needs to be updated. Have
more respect for the community as a service to the community on three different islands.
Increase franchise fee to 5%. More capital money $6.00 per sub. Rededicate 1% that
currently goes to PBS to Akaku. Contract with Akaku should be ironclad despite change in
Federal or state law for duration of franchise term. 25 hours a month of VOD for PEG. 10%
of all bandwidth should be dedicated for public use. Free wifi in public parks. Fast,
affordable internet for all: 15mbs by 2014, 24mbs by 2015, 50 mbs by 2015, 1gig by 2018.
I am currently a customer of Oceanic Time Warner Cable. In looking for better pricing, I was
tempted to go with another vendor. When I realized I couldn’t get Akaku through the other
vendor, I stayed with Time Warner. If Akaku is eliminated, I will go to another vendor.
Akaku channels are currently only broadcast on regular analog channels. Like other
commercial stations who are currently broadcast on both analog and HD channels, Akaku
should be allowed this service/opportunity.
Free WiFi at public facilities. Free internet connection and services for designated public
facilities NEEDS to be required.
I would only re‐iterate the excellent testimony as stated today
Akaku’s staff, board, volunteers and producers are committed to supporting free speech for
the public. This organization of dedicated professionals deserves the rights and respect that
other public access stations across the country already receive.
Equal treatment – same format and quality as local commercial channels. Don’t move
channels to where people can’t find them. Or need special equipment. Fast, affordable
internet for all. Free public internet in designated areas. Increase funding for community
media, including cable TV and new media
I am in support of Akaku and continuing its funding to continue youth education and access
to equipment. As a 19 year old, I can personally say that the funding of Akaku and allowing
them to continue its education for youth will give them opportunity like no other, from
people who are professionals in their field.
DCCA should inquire with Google Inc. and other European service providers to see If they
would offer a better deal than what Oceanic Time Warner Cable is offering.
Keep the channels for Akaku 52 & 53, 54 & 55 intact and do not move them.
Please keep Akaku for Molokai. 8 Families homes at eastern but no cable. Its stops short 1
mile away. How can you help us? We live in Waialua, on the 19 mile marker. Thank you 
I would also like to see instated into Akaku services, editors, for the community. Not every
organizer is able to afford to send people to be trained and or community members don’t
know how to edit. Akaku should edit up to 15 minutes of unedited film for community
members. If John Doe came off the street and asked for editing it should be provided.
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We need Akaku in this community. PEG access is here to stay and is the voice of Maui
County. 20 years is a long time, protect Akaku no matter what the future may hold.
I will be emailing my summary tonight.
MCC deserves no money. They do not provide the public access to equipment/facilities.
Unless they can afford it. Sorry my penmanship sucks; I was elected by the DOE.
Please support community television with funding.
I spent hours trying to figure out where channel 75 was – it was listing Comedy Central –
had no signal. Frustrating not to be able to go to a regular channel and not be there. I
would like all channels to stay where they are – so many are missing. Does that mean we
can have more for public TV? 47, 48, 49, 50, 51 all seem to not have listings on cable… let’s
turn them into some PEG system channels. Oceanic Time Warner has such a monopoly
going on – they seem to own all the real estate and putting on three hotels, god forbid I land
on one of their properties! They are no longer fun to play with – game over – restart.
Akaku is a beneficial program to the public and is important to a healthy community.
Stable internet which meets fee definitions, free internet in public places, full 5% pass
through of franchise fees, top tier high definition channels equal to commercial broadcast,
increased funding clause to equal cost of living/cost of doing business in increases over
contract period.
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STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
Introduction
As part of the franchise renewal ascertainment effort, DCCA requested face‐to‐face or telephone
meetings with representatives of key government, education and non‐profit organizations—
stakeholders currently heavily involved in the use of cable resources, or for other reasons having a
strong interest in the future direction of cable‐related services in Maui County.
At the date of this report, many of the requested meetings have taken place. In each meeting, CATV
Administrator Yabusaki, other senior staff members or consultants a) briefed the stakeholders on the
cable franchising process, b) solicited key concerns and recommendations, and c) requested
stakeholders to submit written comments to DCCA for use in the process.
Below are listed the stakeholders invited to be interviewed, the dates of meetings held in 2012,
participants in the meetings, and an indication of any recorded feedback resulting from the meetings.
Meetings Requested and Completed


State Senators

Senators Baker, Tsutsui and English were contacted by DCCA. Office meetings were held with Sen.
Baker on July 19, and with Senator Tsutsui’s staff on July 30.


Members of the State House of Representatives

Representatives Souki, Agaran, McKelvey, Fontaine, Yamashita, and Carroll were contacted for meetings
by DCCA. Conference call meetings were held with Rep. Agaran on July 5, and Rep. Souki on July 10.
Office meetings were held with Reps. Fontaine on July 9, McKelvey on July 10, and Yamashita on July
11.


Maui County Mayor and staff

An office meeting was held with Mayor Arakawa and staff person Rod Antone, on July 24, as requested
by DCCA.


Maui County Council Members and Chair

Council members Mike white and Don Couch, as well as Council Chair Danny Mateo and Vice Chair
Joseph Pontanilla, were contacted by DCCA. Office meetings were held with all of these individuals on
August 28.


University of Hawaii and UH Maui College

Following a request by DCCA, an office meeting was held on August 29 with UH Maui College Chancellor
Clyde Sakamoto, Vice Chancellor for IT Debasis Bhattacharya, and the College Counsel Brian Moto.
David Lassner, VP for Information Technology and CIO of the University of Hawaii, was also contacted by
DCCA.


Maui County Community Groups

DCCA requested meetings with several Maui County community groups, including the Maui Chamber of
Commerce, Maui Rotary Club, Kihei Community Association, Maui DCCA RICO Office, Maui AUW
Agencies, Hawaii Public Radio, and Maui Economic Development Board. Office meetings were held with
the DCCA RICO personnel on July 24, and with David Ratz of the Maui Economic Development Board on
August 28. An interview on the franchising process was held on Hawaii Public radio on August 20, and
DCCA staff held several telephone conversations with the newspaper Molokai Dispatch.
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Institutional Network (I‐Net) Partners

DCCA contacted I‐Net group members, including Sharon Wong of
State Information and
Communications Systems Division, Chris Zane of the University of Hawaii, and David Wu of the
Department of Education.


Hawaii Educational Networking Consortium (HENC)

A meeting was requested with HENC members, including representatives of the University of Hawaii,
the Department of Education, and the Hawaii Association of Independent Schools. DCCA anticipates
communications with stakeholders in the future still.
Ideas from Stakeholder Meetings
Among the ideas, concerns and recommendations arising from DCCA’s meetings with stakeholders are
the following:
 Interest in supporting community media services
o Increased channel capacity
o Increased funding
 The need to increase commercial and public benefit cable‐related services to Maui County
relative to services on Oahu, including the need to reach Molokai and Lanai with all services
 The need for improved broadband service throughout the County
 An interest in expanding public interest services on the cable, such as teleconferencing
capabilities for government and community agencies, better access to state and local legislative
process, the means to reach diverse ethnic communities in the County
 The need for additional educational channels and support for UH Maui College and K‐12 use,
including HD channels
 Interest in greater involvement of UH Maui College in delivery of services related to the cable,
including emergency communications, general primary, secondary and higher education, health
education, economic development, environmental issues. For these purposes, interest in
improving television and broadband technology and coverage, pursuing fiber‐to‐the‐home,
expanding I‐Net services, developing collaborations between UH, Maui College, I‐Net Partners,
DCCA, DOE, Time Warner, Akaku, other agencies.
 Encouragement to DCCA to pay particular attention in the franchise negotiations to certain
additional key issues: basic rates, the amount of franchise fees collected from the company,
customer service concerns, the use of the I‐net for public purposes, and the availability of
service to unserved or underserved areas in the County
Written Communications
Written communications were received from several of the stakeholders invited to interviews by DCCA.
All of these letters are included in Exhibit A. They include letters from the following:
 State Legislators. Letters were received from Senator Rosalyn Baker, and Representative
George Fontaine
 Maui County Council. Letters were received from Council member Gladys Baisa, Donald Couch,
Elle Cochran, and Mike White
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Maui College. Letters were received from Chancellor Clyde Sakamoto, from Vice Chancellor
Debasis Bhattacharya, and from Robert Alpert, Media Coordinator
Akaku. A letter was received from Jay April, Executive Director of Akaku.
Maui Organizations. Letters were received from:
o Jeremy Baldwin, President, Makawao Community Association
o John L. Villiarimo of the Hana Youth Center, Inc.
o Jeanne Unamuri Skog, President and CEO, Maui Development Board
o Malia Cahill, Executive Director, Maui Huliau Foundation
o Mike Moran, Vice President, Kihei Community Association
o Cheryl Zarro, Board Member, South Maui Learning Ohana, Inc.

In the following section, we summarize the themes occurring in the written communications received
from all parties.
LETTERS, EMAILS, WRITTEN COMMENTS
Introduction and Summary of Findings
DCCA solicited written comments from the public as part of its effort to ascertain community needs and
interests relative to the franchise renewal process. Requests were made for written feedback at the
community forums, at stakeholder interviews, on the DCCA website, and in other communications.
Akaku also made efforts of its own to publicize the opportunity for written feedback in the renewal
process.
By the September 14, 2012 deadline published by DCCA, 78 letters and emails were received at the
agency. They were from the following sources:









Island of Maui Residents (41 letters)
Island of Molokai Residents (16 letters)
Island of Lanai Residents (1 letter)
Maui County Council (3 letters)
State Legislators (2 letters)
State of Hawaii PEG Organization Executive Directors (4 letters)
Maui County Community Organizations (6 letters)
University of Hawai Maui College (3 letters)

We have summarized the content of all the letters received, and the summary is included in the Exhibits
to this report. Also included are complete copies of letters from several individuals, and from official
representatives of several organizations, whose written feedback was particularly comprehensive, or
appeared particularly representative of the needs and interests of various stakeholders in the
franchising process as expressed in all elements of the ascertainment. We especially wish to refer the
reader to these Exhibits, as much care was spent in composing many of the letters. Copies of all letters
received have been retained in the CATV Division files.
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Major Themes of Written Comments


Appreciation for PEG Access and Akaku
A large number of letters (about 50) expressed appreciation and support for the work of Akaku
and for having strong local PEG Access and community media services in Maui County.
Consistent with testimony at the public forms, and in the results of the questionnaires and
surveys completed in the franchising process, specific services mentioned as valuable include
the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Courses provided at Akaku in TV production, community journalism, digital media
Providing educational opportunities and coverage of local events on Lanai
Uncensored programming
Coverage of government and civic organization meetings
Highly cost‐effective production of programs
Opportunity for long‐term programming involving interviews, political affairs, goal‐
setting, art and music, etc.
Passion and professional competence, along with leading edge technology, exhibited in
Akaku operations
Akaku’s commitment and service to education and youth
Service to all legislators for maintaining communications with constituents
Health care education programming of special importance for remote areas like
Molokai, and for disadvantaged populations
Community media as venue for civic engagement
Forum for 1st amendment free speech in the County
Resource for local information sharing
Jobs and jobs training provided by Akaku
Local voice and local stories not supplied by commercial TV

Specific items of support recommended for Akaku and Community Media
Review of the written comments received at DCCA reveals a list of 10 specific items of support
for Akaku appearing as the most common recommendation of the respondents. There were
fourteen identical letters listing all ten items, in the exact format of a model letter which was
posted on the Akaku website for the use of respondents. Many other respondents
recommended some or all of these items. We list the items below. The items with by far the
largest number of mentions (more than 40) are item (3) recommending stable, increased
funding for Akaku; and items (7) and (8) specifying the establishment of fast, affordable Internet
service for all. These latter items would benefit Akaku and community media services, but
evidently are meant as a recommended commercial broadband service to be available
throughout Maui County for economic development and general informational needs; as such,
because of its frequency in the responses, it is the basis for a major theme category of its own,
represented following this subsection. The other items in the model letter are all mentioned
often—between 15 and 30 times.
The model letter begins with comments on the unique situation of Maui County, with its four
islands separated by water, with many Native Hawaiians and many underserved areas, requiring
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a franchise unique to Maui (26 letters mention this). It recommends preserving Akaku and
community media as an “electronic commons” necessary in a County where Akaku provides the
only local TV media (18 mentions).
1. Cablecast Akaku channels with the same format and signal quality as local broadcast
channels, including HD, and make them available on multiple tiers.
2. Maintain channel ID numbers and locations as agreed to by Akaku.
3. Increase funding and capital support to Akaku, with no restrictions on Internet and new
media use. [Specific recommendations include having DCCA collect a full 5% of TW
gross revenues—or more, up to 10%‐‐and devoting the increase to Akaku; increase
funding annually; provide operational funding at a full 3% of gross revenues, with no
caps or limitations on funds]
4. Provide Maui County all public benefits Time Warner provides to any other franchise in
the nation.
5. Honor contracts with DCCA and Akaku regardless of changes in federal or state law.
6. Dedicate 10% of all bandwidth for public benefit use.
7. Provide fast, affordable Internet for all
8. Meet the Governor’s goal of symmetrical gigabit Internet by 2018
9. Free wi‐fi in public parks and designated areas
10. Provide Akaku 25 hours of Video on Demand
Several respondents also recommend that dark fiber on the Institutional Network be activated
for Akaku and other public benefit use.
In addition to the cluster of recommendations reflecting the 10 items in the model letter, a
separate letter, consistent with the model but containing 27 specific and quite detailed
recommendations, was sent to DCCA by Akaku’s Executive Director. Two Maui Council
members also submitted letters listing these 27 items, and many of these items appear in the
comments of other respondents. These letters observe that the uniqueness of Maui calls for a
unique franchise, and urge support of community media as an “electronic commons” regardless
of technology. They encourage DCCA to negotiate benefits for Maui comparable to the best in
the nation, and set forth 4 principles:
 equal rights for community media;
 sustainable Akaku funding for the future;
 no “digital divide;”
 and the recommendation that DCCA negotiate both for community media and public
spectrum use, and for broadband internet.
The 27 specific items address the quality, format, spectrum requirements, and accessibility of
Akaku channels and programming; promotional spots for Akaku services; capital and operating
funding needs; support needed during anticipated technological transition; the availability of
Internet service generally and for community media purposes; the use of the institutional
network for public purposes; and the enforceability of franchise provisions. These letters in
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their entirety are included among those in Exhibit A, and we particularly direct the reader there
for the detailed analysis they provide.


Fast, Affordable Internet Services for All in Maui County
Of the letters received by DCCA, 43 mentioned the need for fast, affordable Internet service
everywhere in Maui County. Several letters described and complained about the current
situation in the county, in which the Maui West/Lahaina franchise area—comprising Molokai,
Lanai and part of Maui—has only the “Wave” Internet service. This service is reported as
advertised to provide up to 5 Mbps download speed, but as seldom if ever actually approaching
that speed, and appears to slow to less than .5 Mbps during some evening times where internet
traffic is heavy. Upload speeds are similarly reported as extremely slow during heavy traffic
times. The service is reported as inadequate for rapid web searches, streaming video, etc.
Several letters pointed out the disadvantages inadequate Internet service entails, not only for
individual use, but for the purposes of economic and commercial development in the area. In
the area covered by the Maui County franchise, TW provides its “Roadrunner” service, which is
advertised to have download speeds of up to 10 Mbps, and has generated many fewer
complaints than the Wave service. One Molokai respondent wrote letters to DCCA which
included many pages of what were represented as the speed‐test logs of speeds he had
recorded on the Wave service over several months, showing many instances of download
speeds less than .5 Mbps. The letters also included what were represented as logs of Internet
outages occurring many times a day over several months. In addition to complaints about speed
and reliability, respondents complained about the price of the Wave service, reported to be the
same as for the faster, more reliable Roadrunner.
Like the support for Akaku and community media services, support for making affordable high‐
speed Internet service available county‐wide came from all of the groups writing letters to
DCCA. There was a lone letter of dissent, expressing gratitude for the current service, and
opining that TW might be losing money providing it.
Specific recommendations for improving the broadband situation in Maui County include the
following:
o
o
o
o



Provide speed and quality equal to anywhere in the country.
Provide a uniform, symmetrical 15 Mbps service throughout the County
Meet the Governor’s goal of symmetrical 1 Gb service to all by 2018 [this was a frequent
recommendation, with 21 mentions]
Free wi‐fi should be provided in parks and certain other facilities, including “community
anchor” institutions, public and private schools, government buildings, hospitals,
libraries, community centers, community media centers, non‐profit agencies, and Akaku
[this, too was frequently recommended, with 18 mentions]

Maui College Concerns
Maui College has a number of specific recommendations that appear in the letters from College
officials, and also in letters from other respondents. These include the following:
o Provide for educational content in digital format
o Provide for collaboration between TW and Maui College to make College facilities
suitable for emergency and disaster communications
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o
o
o
o
o

Support partnerships between PEG operations and Maui College for economic
development and education
Maintain the current level of analog educational cable service throughout Maui County
Provide two and eventually morel digital educational channels for Maui
College use
Provide for getting Maui College educational content on handheld devices
Serve remote and disadvantaged sections of the population with educational access



Customer Service and Related Issues
Several customer service issues were raised in the letters, both by Molokai and by Maui
residents. Matters respondents complained of in their letters include the following:
o Persistent technical issues, outages, and generally low‐quality cable service on Molokai
o Confusing system for identifying channels in the cable TV lineup
o Technical problems with DVR equipment
o Lack of timely phone answering by customer service representatives
o Inadequate office hours
o Slow credit adjustments
o Inadequate technology for HD and streaming on Molokai
These complaints are consistent with indications of customer service issues in the results of the
Customer Service Survey described in Customer Service Section of this report.



Negotiation and Franchise Recommendations
Respondents offered a number of recommendations for specific franchise provisions, or
approaches to negotiations. Among these recommendations are the following:
o Franchise discussions should be regarded as contract negotiations, as well as an exercise
in local regulation under federal guidelines
o Give DCCA authority over all TW services to the home, regardless of technology
o All services provided on the cable, including Internet, should be included under DCCA’s
responsibility in negotiations
o Net neutrality principles should be guaranteed
o Bring about the consolidation of the Maui County franchises into a single franchise [but
one respondent dissented, recommending keeping the franchises separate in order to
more clearly focus on the specific problems of individual territories]
o TW should provide compensation if consolidation of Lahaina and Kahului franchises is
granted
o Continue contractual agreements between Akaku, DOE and Maui College
o Provide additional PEG capacity for digital and HD programming
o Do not grant TW a long franchise, especially without periodic review Suggestions:
Restrict the franchise to 7 years; give 10‐year franchise with periodic review to
o determine whether TW is keeping up with technology; give a 20‐year franchise, but with
a 10‐year contract to negotiate
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o
o
o
o
o

Require TW to extend service to unserved areas for Akaku Access and general
programming
PEG services should not be put out to bid
Address the issue of the extent to which TW provides DCCA with viewer statistics
Consider withdrawing funding for HPTV
Attempt to create competition for TW

CUSTOMER SURVEY
Introduction and Summary of Findings
As part of the ascertainment of community needs and interests involved in the franchise renewal
process, DCCA conducted a brief written survey of customer opinion on various topics related to
services provided by Oceanic. The survey was distributed at each of the three Public Meetings placed in
the DCCA web site, made available at DCCA’s office. Fifty‐six completed surveys were collected by DCCA
through September 15, 2012. Of these, 45 were from Oceanic cable subscribers. Written surveys like
this one involve self‐selected respondents, and thus typically make no claim to statistical validity.
However, they can be quite useful for identifying the nature of the concerns that have prompted a
survey response.
The survey questions, with results from East Maui, West Maui, and Molokai, are represented in their
entirety below, including a summary of all final comments offered by respondents. The responses to
Questions 1‐11 speak for themselves, indicating areas of possible concern regarding the quality of TV
reception, the time it takes for a caller to reach a TW customer service representative, the effectiveness
of TW’s web/email Help Desk service, the responsiveness of TW’s repair service, and TW’s handling of
cable bills. Sixteen respondents rated the overall performance of Oceanic as good or very good, 15
rated them fair or poor. Comparing Oceanic’s service and performance to other providers used by the
respondents, 5 respondents rated the cable company #1, compared to 10 giving that rating to the phone
company and 20 to the electric company.
Responses to Question 12, which called for a written final comment, yielded comments falling into the
following categories:






Complaints about the speed, reliability and price of Internet service, especially on Molokai and
in other outlying areas
Appreciations of Akaku and community media service, and calls for supporting them
Complaints about TV picture quality and price
General complaints about Oceanic and its service
A comment on the consolidation of Maui County franchises
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Survey and Results
The Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs, State of Hawaii, is currently in a renewal process
for a possible new franchise agreement with the cable TV provider, Time Warner Entertainment
Company, L.P. dba Oceanic Time Warner Cable (“Oceanic”) for Maui County and Lahaina/West Maui.
Your comments and input are important to us in this process. We ask for your help in completing this
survey and sending it to the address below. Thank you very much for your time and effort.
1. Respondent Status
Are you a current cable TV subscriber?
Yes

No

45

11

If yes, how long have you been subscribed to Cable TV?
2 years or Less

More than 2 years

1

44

(If you are not a current cable subscriber, go directly to question 10, Questions for Non‐
Subscribers)
2. Reception
A) Have you experienced repeated or prolonged problems with your cable TV picture or sound
(such as shadows, waves, graininess, outages, etc.) any time during the past 2 years?
Yes

No

33

11

B) If yes, did Oceanic resolve your problem to your satisfaction?
Yes

No

6

18

C) How would you rate overall, everyday quality of your cable TV reception? (Please check only
one.)
Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

7

15

21

2

0
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3. TELEPHONE
a) Have you attempted to call Oceanic in the last two years?
Yes

No

39

5

(If no, go directly to question 4, Web and Email contact)
b) When you last tried to call Oceanic, did you get a busy signal?
Yes

No

No Answer

9

24

2

c) Once connected, how long did you have to wait before you actually spoke with a live
customer service representative?
No wait at all

1

Less than 30 seconds

1

30‐60 seconds

4

More than a minute

31

I was never connected

1

No Response

2

4. WEB AND EMAIL CONTACT
a) In the past two years, have you used the “Help Desk” feature on Oceanic’s website to
contact the company for customer service issues?
Yes

No

6

38

(if no, go directly to question 5, Service)
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b) On average, how many business days was it before you received an email response from
Oceanic?
One

2

Two

2

Three

1

More than three

2

Never heard back

1

c) How would you rate the overall effectiveness of Oceanic’s response to your issues(s) via the
web/email Help Desk service?

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

0

1

5

1

0

5. SERVICE
a) In the past two years, has a service technician visited your home to make a repair or to
correct a problem?
Yes

No

26

18

(If no, go directly to question 6)
b)

What was the problem?
No picture( or no sound at all)

2

Poor quality reception or other problem

22

c) Were you offered an appointment at a specific time or at least within a 4‐hour period of the
business day?
Yes

No

No Response

16

9

1
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d) Did Oceanic keep the scheduled appointment?
Yes

No

No Response

20

5

1

e) How many visits to you home did it take for the service technician to make the repair or
correct the problem? (Please check only one)
One

11

Two

5

Three

1

More than three

5

Problem was never corrected

4

6. BILLING
a) Do you find your bills from Oceanic to be clear, concise, and understandable?
Yes

No

No Response

30

10

3

b) Do you find your bills from Oceanic to contain all information reasonably necessary to
indicate what you are being charged for?
Yes

No

No Response

25

13

3

c) Have you had a billing problem in the past two years?
Yes

No

No Response

11

29

3

(If no, go directly to Question 7, Courtesy)
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If yes:
How would you rate Oceanic’s handling of your billing problem?
Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

Complaint never resolved

2

4

5

6

1

1

7. COURTESY
In your telephone and in‐person contacts with Oceanic, how would you describe the courtesy
with which you were treated?
Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

10

19

5

2

2

8. OVERALL RATING
How would you rate the performance of Oceanic overall?
Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

No Response

5

11

9

6

0

1

9. COMPARISON WITH OTHER SERVICES
Of the following service providers, which would you rank 1st, 2nd and 3rd for overall service and
performance? (Answer if you are a cable TV subscriber or have been one previously)
Cable Co.

Phone Co.

Electric Co

Rated #1

5

10

20

Rated #2

11

15

8

Rated #3

14

10

6

10. QUESTIONS FOR NON‐SUBSCRIPERS
a) Why don’t you subscribe to cable TV?
Don’t watch much TV

2

Cable is too expensive

7

Watch video content on the internet instead

2

Cable programs not interesting to me

2

Used to subscribe, but unhappy with the service

3
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Subscribe to DBS service (Dish Network or DirectTV)

3

Other ( Please Specify)

1 ( Not avail. in area)

b) What would cause you to subscribe to cable TV in the future?
Lower rates

9

More variety of service packages

5

Better company customer service policies

6

Ability to get line extended to residence

1

Other (Please specify)

3

Other: Better local channel access,
I do not like packaged content offerings; would prefer Hulu or Netflix, etc.
Not available in area

11. Oceanic has requested that the Department consolidate the Maui County and Lahaina/West
Maui franchises into a single cable television franchise for the entire County of Maui. Oceanic
contend this change would bring increased operational and administrative effectiveness for all
stakeholders. If adequate steps are taken to endure that the specific need and interest of all
area of the County are considered in developing a consolidated cable television franchise would
you be in favor of the Department issuing a single franchise renewal for the County if Maui?
Yes

No

Other

15

17

2

Don’t know
Other
No opinion
An informed citizen is essential to democracy. Oceanic capitalizing on their position of no
competition and the integrity suffers as does democracy
12. FINAL COMMENT
Do you have any final comments to make? (Summarize comment, use extra sheet if necessary)


Oceanic commitment to reliable, consistent High Speed Internet service has not been good.
Residents reporting problems are told “they are the only one”…when the fact is that many
have suffering outages.
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Oceanic is a dirty robbing company. Akaku deserves better, as do Maui families.
Internet Speed Test verify that Road Runner is unstable and inconsistent service and fall
below FDD thresholds of 4mbls download and 1 mbls upload speeds are the speeds
promises in the lowest tier offered to the public at a $40/mo and cost.
Service to Hana very poor – slow, intermittent! Needs a local rep. not just on Wednesdays
and from the other side of the island.
High price for poor picture quality. I have a few HD TV’s and it doesn’t make a difference.
Pixilates picture often.
Increase funding from franchise fees that are being withheld.
Akaku is extremely important to Maui.
Want Akaku to go to HD TC, More funding and support – lots more, keep Akaku alive.
Need to do survey about internet because Oceanic’s internet SUCKS!
Big business has little concern for Maui. We have no cities, only towns that blend into island
style small business!
More funding is needed for public access from cable.
TV signal tends to break up for extended periods of time (several days)‐ sometimes the
sound is broken up. The signal seems to stall sometimes
Support the 5 point Akaku proposal
Oceanic’s internet/broadband service sucks! Its slow to download and goes down on a
regular basis
Give public access full 5%
Internet half speed at full price
Leave public access stations
I believe the cable charge is too high, as well as road runner, with slow up/down speeds.
Better Broadband speeds
Oceanic needs to work for the franchise renewal and consolidation – no objection to
consolidation if provide additional comments and services to address community needs and
address concerns raised by Akaku ‐ use as a negativity tool – if it is important to TW they
should get numbers or other commitments in return.
I watch Akaku over the internet and Roku
Demand that 5% of franchise fee of gross revenue be provided to Akaku – all the latest
technology be provided to Akaku
I subscribe to Oceanic telephone and internet. These services should have been included in
the survey. Maui county need affordable high speed internet.
I have cable internet in my home but the same level of service was prohibitively expensive
or not available for my small business. Internet service must be faster everywhere and
affordable everywhere. Current Oceanic Time Warner availability is discouraging economic
development instead of supporting it. Much too slow and too expensive
I want Akaku to remain funded and retain their existing channels.
I will submit an ordered list of items I consider important to be addresses if franchise it to be
granted for the next 20 years.
Better support for public access.
We all need access to WiFi; I don’t, as my only income is Social Security. So I have to take
my laptop to McDonalds Library ( very limited hours)
The Oceanic Cable Franchise monopoly is a “for profit” business piggy backing on what is a
“Public Utility”, as in the venue for their cable to reach our homes and facilities. Therefore,
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they rightfully should provide the “public” with the “public service” which only Akaku
provided. To do anything less than what the public in the 21st century requires and should
be under contract would be kicking Akaku and “the public” to the curb and expecting us to
subsist on the substandard scraps allowed in their view of Trickle Down Economic Services
they wish to provide. This is NOT pono. Please consider all the details, and do what is.
Public access TV is quite important I believe.
Require Time Warner Cable to pay an additional 5% of their Gross Revenue from Maui
County to the Maui County Film office.
Pricey for crappy service.
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In accordance with federal Cable Act guidelines, a compliance review has been undertaken on behalf of
DCCA, examining the cable company’s past adherence to the principal requirements set forth in the
several documents which govern Oceanic’s franchise obligations to the State. Among other documents
we examined for this effort are the following:


Provisions of Hawaii Revised Statutes



Hawaii Administrative Rules



D&O’s of the DCCA, including:
o

For County of Maui franchise, principally, 241, along with 141, 148, 150, 187, 239, 261,
317, 321, and 329

o

For Lahaina franchise, principally 174, along with 245, 261, 321



An 8/11/2000 DCCA Letter Order to Oceanic, and additional Letter Orders from 2006 through
2011.



FCC regulations governing cable system technical standards



DCCA’s tracking system for cable company reporting requirements

In addition we interviewed DCCA staff, and made use of the engineering review completed by Brian
Nordlund, which is part of this report.
A detailed outline of our findings is represented in the chart below. In brief, the cable company is in full
or substantial compliance on most of the requirements we examined. However some required reports
were submitted late, and so noted; and questions about customer service, providing senior discounts in
bulk accounts, and the technical performance of the system, need to be addressed by Oceanic, and may
call for further investigation.
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COUNTY OF MAUI/ LAHAINA FRANCHISES
OCEANIC CABLE COMPLIANCE CHART

REQUIREMENT
Annual Customer Satisfaction Survey

SOURCE DOCUMENT(s)
8/11/00 Letter (Ltr) Order

COMPLY
Yes (late)

NOTE
This survey covers all of the Oceanic systems,
including Maui. It was provided on time in 2009,
and late in 2010 and 2011.

Statement of no violation of franchise order,
annually by 4/30

D&O 241

Yes

Provided on time for both franchise areas, 2009‐
2011.

FCC CLI Test Results, 30 days from test

§16‐131‐47, Hawaii
Administrative Rules (HAR)

Yes (late)

Regularly provided, however, not within 30 days of
test, as required. E.g., Test done on 10/25/2011
was reported 1/30/2012.

Feasibility of Cable Service to Unserved
Communities Report, annually

D&O 261

Yes (late)

Regularly provided 2009‐2011, but 1‐3 mos. Late.

Access Operating Fee of 3% of gross revenues to
Akaku, by 1/31 (variation in 2010 per DCCA
Letter Order).

D&O 174, 241, various Letter
Orders 2006‐2011

Yes

Paid on time 2009‐2011. Amounts verified in
periodic franchise fee reviews by Merina & Co.

Access Capital Funds Payment to Akaku, 2005‐
2013

D&O 321 (amends D&O 174,
241), various Letter Orders
2006‐2011

Yes

Paid on time, 2009‐2011, as verified in Merina &
Co. reviews.

Report on Ownership‐ 1 or more %

§16‐131‐43, HAR

Yes

Provided on time 2009‐2011.

Report on Financial Condition

§16‐131‐44, HAR

Yes

Provided on time in years 2009, 2010, late in 2011

Report on Construction Annually

§16‐131‐45, HAR

Yes

Provided on time in 2009‐2011

Report on Complaints

§16‐131‐46, HAR

Yes

Provided on time in years 2009‐2011

Report on Proof‐of‐performance testing

§16‐131‐47, HAR

Yes

Provided on time in years 2009‐2011

Report on Production & Programming Activities

§16‐131‐48, HAR

Yes

Provided on time in years 2009‐2011
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Quarterly Progress Reports for Local Help Desk
Support for Internet Access

8/11/00 Ltr Order

Yes

Provided on time in 2009. Requirement
eliminated in 2010 and subsequently

Quarterly Reports‐Sub act, revenues, personnel,
service , etc.

§16‐131‐50, HAR

Yes

Provided on time 2009‐ 2011

Monthly Customer Service Performance Report
(FOR ALL SYSTEMS)

8/11/00 Letter Order

Yes (late)

Regularly provided, but at times late.

Report on Construction Monthly

§16‐131‐45, HAR

Yes

Provided on time, or within a few days of on time
in years 2009‐2011

Report on Interruptions‐Major System Faults

§16‐131‐49, HAR

Yes

Provided substantially on time in years 2009‐2011

Provide 2 additional access channels (for total
of 5)

D&O 241, 261

Yes

Provide consistent PEG channel locations on all
islands by 9/30/1999

D&O 241

Yes

Implement revised Late Fee (Administrative Fee)
procedure by 11/1/2000

8/11/00 Ltr Order

Yes

Calculate franchise fee as % of subscriber
monthly subscription, starting 1/1/2001

8/11/00 Ltr Order

Yes

Do not pass on costs of 750 MHz upgrade to
customers

8/11/00 Ltr Order

Yes

Connect 19 I‐Net sites; also provide 10
additional I‐Net sites Maui Co., 3 at Lahaina, at
request of Director, at no charge; additional
sites at cost of labor and materials.

8/11/00 Ltr Order, D&O 241, 245

Yes

Maintain and repair I‐Net connections at no cost
to State, replace at company’s cost of labor and
materials

D&O 174, 241

Yes

Continue to work with DCCA to expand I‐net for
benefit of State and TWE

8/11/00 Ltr Order, D&O 174, 241

Was not included in subsequent rate requests

No outstanding issues discovered
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Provide reasonable discounts for bulk MDUs
serving senior citizens (retirement homes, long‐
term care facilities, etc.), from 10/1/2000

8/11/00 Ltr Order

No

Make refund to Maui County subscribers due to
overcharge of $120,078

D&O 329

Yes

Pay HPBA 1% of gross revenues annually

D&O 174, 241,

Yes

Connect with HITS system

D&O 174, 241

Yes

Interconnect all schools and libraries to system,
Provide cable drop and basic service, w/in 6
months of Director’s request

HRS 440‐G, sec. 8.2

Yes

Every facility is either connected, or has declined
connection

Upgrade system to 750 MHz, by 12/31/2001

D&O 174, 245, 241

Yes

Use of microwave to Hana, Molokai and Lanai has
caused less reliable service in those areas

Pay franchise fees on annual gross revenues

HRS 440G as amended

Yes

Verified by Merina & Company, LLP.

Provide emergency override system

D&O 241

Yes

System is in place, in accordance with EAS
requirements, as verified by technical review in
this Report

Maintain customer service office on Maui during
normal business hours; on Molokai and Lanai 2
full days per week by Oct. 1, 1999.

D&O 241

Yes

Maintain publicly listed local telephone number
for customer service, with specified hours and
functions

D&O 241

Yes

Submit reports on adequacy of customer service
telephone response, within 30 days of request
by Director.

D&O 241

Yes

Provide installation service at specified
minimum hours

D&O 241

Yes

Discounts are not available from Oceanic for bulk
customers serving senior citizens. This needs to
be addressed by Oceanic.

Amounts verified in periodic franchise fee reviews
by Merina & Company, LLP.
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Provide repair service at specified hours

D&O 241

Yes

Meet FCC Customer Service Standards

D&O 241

Yes (with
reservation)

Letters from residents, testimony at public
forums, and results of customer survey
indicate some long waits for telephone
response, and concerns regarding repair
service. Should be addressed by Oceanic.
Possible need for further investigation.

Meet FCC system technical performance
standards

FCC regs, Part 76, D&O sec.
11.5, HRS 440‐G, sec. 8.1

Yes (with
reservation)

Most recent proof of performance tests verified as
meeting FCC standards. Tests performed for this
report showed sub‐standard signal at one test
point, indicating need for local maintenance. (See
Technical Review below, pp. 39 ff.) In addition,
customer survey results and other written
subscriber responses included in this Report
indicate possible outage and picture quality
problems. This issue should be addressed by
Oceanic.

Meet FCC CLI (signal leakage) standards

FCC regs, Part 76, D&O sec.
11.5, HRS 440‐G, sec. 8.1

Yes

Technical review included examination of October,
2010 CLI test results

Pay 1 % of Gross Revenues from standard
service and below (.6% of gross Revenues) for
DCCA Cable Division administrative costs

§16‐132‐2, HAR

Yes

Amounts verified in periodic franchise fee reviews
by Merina & Company, LLP

Yes

Compliance representation was made by Oceanic

Maintain insurance, bonds, other sureties as
required
Timely filing of rates and charges for service,
other required tariff information

§16‐131‐27, HAR; HRS 440G‐11

Yes
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Background
Chapter 440G of the Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS), which is known as the Hawaii Cable
Communications Systems Law, sets out the factors and requirements for renewal of a cable franchise.
Specifically, §440G‐10 provides for the form of the application to be prescribed by the director of the
Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs (DCCA). This basic requirement is described in more
detail in Hawaii Administrative Rules (HAR) Title 16, Chapter 133, Subchapter 3 Special Procedure for
Renewal Application. HAR § 16‐133‐28(b) stipulates the facts required under HRS 440G‐6, specifically,
HRS § 440G‐6(b) (2) which requires “The financial…qualifications of the applicant” be set forth to enable
the director to make a decision on the cable franchise application. This section of our report responds
to those requirements.
General Conclusion
Based on the information provided and the results of our analysis, we conclude that the financial status
and performance of Oceanic Time Warner Cable (Maui and Lahaina) show a sound financial base and
consistent profitable operating results. If history is an accurate roadmap to the future, Oceanic should
be able to easily meet the requirements of the proposed franchise renewal.
It should be noted, however, that Oceanic is a division of a limited partnership known as Time Warner
Entertainment Company, L.P. (TWE) which in turn is a subsidiary of Time Warner Cable, Inc. (TWC). In
March 2009 TWC completed its spinoff from Time Warner, Inc. and became an independent, stand‐
alone company with no parent or controlling shareholder. Because of Oceanic’s status as a division of
TWE, it has no separate legal status or existence. This corporate hierarchy gives rise to two significant
issues affecting the island of Hawaii cable franchise:
 Oceanic’s resources are under the control of TWE’s management. Additionally, Oceanic’s assets
are legally available for the satisfaction of debts of TWE and TWC.
 TWC incurred a significant amount of debt to accomplish the divestiture from Time Warner, Inc.
This could impact the availability of free cash flow which could otherwise be used to expand and
improve service offerings.


In March 2012, Time Warner Entertainment Company, L.P.’s (“TWE”) informed the Department
of Commerce and Consumer Affairs (“Department”) of its parent company’s intent to
restructure the company, and asked the Department to consent to TWE’s request to
assign/transfer its Hawaii cable franchises for the Island of Oahu, Island of Kauai, East Hawaii
(Hilo), West Hawaii (Kona), County of Maui (excluding Lahaina), and Lahaina from TWE to
Oceanic Time Warner Cable LLC (“OTWC”). After careful consideration, the Department granted
TWE’s request. The applicable Decision & Order (No. 355) may be found on the Department's
CATV website".

There are other risks which are common to the cable industry. These include:


Loss of advertising and subscriber revenues due to the prolonged economic downturn.



Inability to acquire, adopt, or develop existing or new technologies.



Increased competition from traditionally non‐cable service providers such as telecoms and other
utility pole owners.



Increase pole attachment costs.
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Imposition of new or increased taxes and/or fees from state and local governments experiencing
budget shortfalls.

SPECIFIC FINDINGS
Subscriber Information

Oceanic’s Market Penetration
2011

2010

2009

Number of homes passed

81,996

81,695

75,942

Number of subscribers

53,014

53,519

54,441

Penetration

64.6%

65.5%

71.7%

Oceanic’s market penetration is very healthy at around 65%. The significant penetration achieved by
Oceanic is clearly the result of a lack of competition.

Oceanic’s Average Monthly Basic Revenue per Subscriber
2011

2010

2009

$5,424,917

$5,180,899

$5,060,322

Number of subscribers

53,014

53,519

Average monthly subscriber revenue

$102.33

$96.80

Average total revenue per month

48,149
$105.10

Average revenue per month per subscriber is fairly consistent from year to year and also between the
two franchise areas.

Time Warner Cable’s Average Monthly Basic Revenue per Subscriber
2011

2010

2009

$15,470,000

$14,820,000

$17,166,000

Number of subscribers (thousands)

12,061

12,422

12,859

Average monthly subscriber revenue

$128.26

$119.30

$143.05

Average revenue per month (millions)

Oceanic’s average monthly basic revenue per subscriber is about 10% less than the company as a whole
on average over the last three years. Oceanic believes that in Hawai’i there are a large number of bulk
accounts which, because they are discounted considerably, will impact the average monthly subscriber
revenue when compared to company‐wide averages. Approximately 17% of Oceanic’s subscribers are
bulk accounts.
Financial Information
We analyzed Oceanic’s financial statements for the most recent three years to provide a gauge as to the
company’s financial position and the results of its operations. These statements had been subject to
review by the auditor’s of Time Warner Entertainment Company, LP. who issued their independent
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accountant’s review report on them. These amounts include the combined Oceanic Time Warner Cable
(Maui) and Oceanic Time Warner Cable (Lahaina).

Balance Sheets
Cash receivables and prepaid expenses

2011

2009

Property, plant, and equipment, net

35,676,000

$ 4,870,783
36,244,985

Intangible assets, net

78,035,000

78,068,761

78,103,069

$ 115,493,000

$ 119,184,529

$ 119,906,601

Accounts payable

$ 4,175,000

$ 4,136,119

$ 3,573,531

Deferred revenue

1,055,000

3,659,650

3,513,401

83,000

41,967

31,827

5,313,000

7,837,736

7,117,759

110,180,000

111,346,796

112,788,842

$115,493,000

$119,184,529

$119,906,601

Total assets

Long term liabilities
Total liabilities

Partners’ Capital
Total liabilities and partners’ capital

Income Statement and Change in Net
Assets
Revenues

$ 1,782,000

2010

2011

2010

$ 5,242,989
36,560,523

2009

$ 65,099,000

$ 62,170,793

$ 60,723,865

Cost of revenues

20,994,000

20,781,028

22,012,626

Selling, general, and administrative

18,212,000

14,398,324

12,393,233

5,374,000

5,660,908

5,745,451

20,609,000

21,330,533

20,572,555

7,445,000

8,105,234

5,951,755

Net income

13,164,000

13,225,299

7,897,478

Net assets, beginning of year

111,347,000

112,788,841

11,745,915

Payments to parent company

14,331,000

14,667,347

11,632,150

Depreciation and amortization
Operating income
Interest and taxes

Net assets, end of year

$110,180,000

$111,346,793

$112,788,842

This condensed financial information shows that Oceanic is and has been in a stable financial position
with regard to maintaining its level of assets and not incurring any appreciable level of debt. Its
operations reveal a steady level of modest growth in revenues. Operating income increased slightly in
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2010 but has remained fairly consistent. Free cash flow is a significant measure of a company’s ability
to service debt, invest in capital improvements, and reward its owners. The data indicates that both
Oceanic Maui & Lahaina franchises generate a steady stream of cash flow.
There are also a number of ratios available which can provide insight into financial condition and results
of operations. While these are not a guarantee of future performance they do enable us to make
conclusions about the management of the cable provider.
We will compare the applicants to their parent company and compare the parent company to its peer
group.

Oceanic Time Warner

2011

2010

2009

Net profit margin

20.20%

21.32%

20.87%

Operating ratio

39.91%

43.46%

43.34%

Asset turnover

56.37%

52.16%

50.64%

Return on assets

11.38%

11.12%

10.57%

Current ratio

42.68%

62.48%

73.99%

4.82%

7.04%

6.31%

2011

2010

2009

Net profit margin

8.46%

6.93%

5.99%

Operating ratio

36.26%

35.86%

35.22%

Asset turnover

40.76%

41.18%

40.89%

Return on assets

3.45%

2.85%

2.45%

Current ratio

119.14%

140.64%

71.06%

Debt to equity

540.52%

397.15%

402.87%

Debt to equity

Time Warner Cable, Inc.
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Peer Group

2011

2010

2009

Net profit margin

8.71%

9.10%

9.18%

Operating ratio

32.85%

38.39%

36.99%

Asset turnover

38.50%

35.83%

35.66%

Return on assets

3.35%

3.26%

3.27%

Current ratio

68.06%

105.36%

57.45%

Debt to equity

326.82%

267.65%

228.21%

Net profit margin is computed by dividing net income by total revenues. This provides a measure of the
company’s bottom line profit. Oceanic Maui and Lahaina have demonstrated a stable profit history.
Oceanic’s parent company, TWC has been steadily increasing since 2009. TWC’s peer group also
maintained stable net profit margins; TWC is in line with their peer group in 2011. The Hawaii franchises
have experienced better than average net profit margins as compared to both TWC and TWC’s peer
group.
Operating ratio considers income before earnings, interest, taxes, and depreciation and amortization in
relation to revenues. It is a more focused measure of a company’s profitability from providing its
products and services because it factors out items which downstream managers have no control over.
Both Oceanic Maui and Lahaina franchises and TWC have shown very stable and sufficient operating
profits. Oceanic Maui and Lahaina and TWC’s peer group show a slight decrease in the operating ratio
from 2010 to 2011.
Asset turnover is annual turnover ratio designed to reflect a company's efficiency in managing their
assets. Simply put, the higher the yearly turnover rate, the better. Oceanic Maui and Oceanic Lahaina
has performed significantly better in this area than both its parent and the peer group. This is most
likely the result of the parent company, like the peer group, carry large amounts of acquisition related
assets such as goodwill, etc. which do not directly contribute to revenue generation and which are not
recognized on the local franchisee’s books.
Return on assets illustrates how well management is employing the company's total assets to make a
profit. The higher the return, which is calculated by multiplying asset turnover by the previously
calculated net profit margin, the more efficient management is in utilizing its asset base. The ROA ratio
is calculated by comparing net income to average total assets, and is expressed as a percentage.
Oceanic Maui and Oceanic Lahaina has performed significantly better in this area than both its parent
and the peer group. The parent company’s and its peers low results are, again, a reflection of non‐
performing acquisition related assets.
Current ratios are a popular financial ratio used to test a company's liquidity (also referred to as its
current or working capital position) by deriving the proportion of current assets available to cover
current liabilities. The concept behind this ratio is to ascertain whether a company's short‐term assets
(cash, cash equivalents, marketable securities, receivables and inventory) are readily available to pay off
its short‐term liabilities (trade payables, accrued expenses, lines of credit, and the current portion of
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term debt. In theory, the higher the current ratio, the better. In this case Oceanic Maui and Oceanic
Lahaina have underperformed TWC. This is likely the result of Oceanic transferring as much of its free
cash to its parent company. The subsidiary would be expected to maintain a minimum level of cash to
meet ongoing operating expenses and other current requirements, which it has done.
Debt to equity is leverage ratio that compares a company's total liabilities to its total equity. This is a
measurement of how much suppliers, lenders, creditors and obligors have committed to the company
versus what the parent has committed. The results shown here reflect the fact most of the corporate
debt is held at the parent company level and not at the individual subsidiaries level.
A Final Note
In the analysis we have provided above, Oceanic’s financial position and results of operations amply
demonstrate that the cable operator has been on a firm financial footing and has enjoyed excellent
operating results. While this would seem to bode well for the future, various factors could adversely
affect the operations and/or financial position of Oceanic. Some of these, as detailed in TWC’s SEC 10K
filing include:








Increased competition from video, high‐speed data, networking and voice providers, particularly
direct broadcast satellite operators, incumbent local telephone companies, ILECs, CLECs,
companies that deliver programming over broadband internet connections, and wireless
broadband and phone providers.
Economic deterioration.
TWC’s competitor’s ability to acquire or develop and introduce new technologies, products and
services more quickly than TWC.
Programing and retransmission costs or the inability to obtain popular programming.
Changes in the parent company’s plans and strategies for achieving those plans.
Changes in the regulatory environment.

Accordingly, it is vital that Oceanic’s and TWC’s performance and financial position be continuously
monitored over the life of the franchise in order to insure subscribers continue to receive the number
and quality of services mandated of the cable operator.
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TECHNICAL REVIEW, MAUI SYSTEM
Project Background
To aid the state of Hawaii Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs (DCCA) review the requested
renewal of DCCA’s Maui Franchise Agreements with Oceanic Time Warner, Merina & Company, LLP has
conducted an engineering review of the system's design and performance. Much of the information
gathered for the technical assessment was the result of information provided by Oceanic / Time Warner
(the Company), interviews with Company staff, and a field inspection performed on May 14, 2012
through May 17, 2012. This report incorporates documentation provided by Oceanic / Time Warner
(the Company), personnel interviews, and inspection of the system.
Because the cable television franchises are up for renewal, this study has been commissioned to
provide officials with an independent assessment of the system’s technical quality and the service the
public has been, and may continue to receive from the Company. The Company provided a number of
documents and other information to aid this effort, including the following:





System technical overview and upgrade history
Channel lineup
FCC proof‐of‐performance test results
FCC signal Leakage test results

For this review, the following Oceanic / Time Warner Cable personnel have been helpful in providing the
technical information necessary and in providing escorted tours of the Company facilities:
Rick Colletto
General Manager
Matthew Kleinsasser
Technical Operations Manager
Inspection of the system took place between May 14, 2012 and May 17, 2012, with Matthew
Kleinsasser, the Company’s Technical Operations Manager, serving as the Company’s technical
representative. Quality of construction and maintenance of the system were observed, and system
performance was verified with the help of Headend technicians Rodney Mayeaux and Vern Torino, and
maintenance technicians BJ Haviar and Joey Nakagawa. Company personnel were very cooperative and
helpful throughout this process.
System Profile/Overview
Prior to the Oceanic Time Warner acquisitions, Maui was served by two systems, Daniels in West Maui
and TCI for the rest of the island. Shortly after Time Warner merged the systems in 2000, the Company
began a system‐wide upgrade to the current hybrid fiber coax platform. Internet service and digital
programming began to be offered in 2000 and was fully rolled out in 2002. The majority of services are
fed via inter‐island fiber from Oahu. To support the digital services, the fiber provides two‐way
capabilities, supporting advanced services such as Video on Demand (VOD) and high‐speed data. A
satellite downlink antenna, located on Haleakala, provides a backup source for several programming
sources.
The Company serves the island of Maui franchise areas from a primary Headend in Kihei and hubs
located in Wailuku, Pukalani, and Lahaina. Microwave systems at Lahaina provide connections to the
islands of Lanai and Molokai. Another microwave system provides a connection to the system in Hana.
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Fiber nodes, on average, serve 300 active customers. Newly constructed nodes are designed to serve
125 homes or less. The number of homes per node indicates the number of users sharing data
bandwidth, or video on demand capacity, so smaller numbers reflects improved service.
The system serves approximately 75,000 customers, including 300 in Hana, 1200 on Lanai, and 2200 on
Molokai. Customers served by the cable system represent a larger than typical market penetration. The
system serves 64% of the homes passed by the network and approximately half of the customers
subscribe to digital services. This penetration rate is much higher than many markets on the mainland
and reflects well on the value of services as compared to satellite based offerings.
The franchisee serves its subscribers with two tiers of analog cable service (Basic and Standard Service),
and various digital television packages including High Definition channels, Premium channels, Pay Per
View (PPV), and Video On Demand (VOD) services. The following table summarizes the channels offered
in the system, as of the date of the assessment:

Maui System
Channel Capacity
Basic Analog Channels

18

Value Analog Service

66

Digital Basic Service

61

Digital Value Service

142

Digital Variety Pak

229

Not reflected in the quantities above are a number of digital premium, music and Pay‐per‐View
channels. Detailed channel lineups are shown in Appendix B and Appendix C.
The current hybrid fiber optic coaxial plant was installed in the early 2000’s. It includes several
backbone fiber routes. A redundant fiber ring serves all of the central valley. A lateral leg extends from
the ring up to the microwave and satellite terminals on Haleakala. Another non‐redundant lateral
connects Lahaina to the ring. On Molokai, a fiber backbone connects the microwave terminal to
Kalaupapa on the North side. A map of the microwave and fiber backbone is included in Appendix A.
The distribution plant has a total of 780 miles
of aerial fiber and coax, and 320 miles
underground. 58 miles of aerial (3 miles of
underground) are on Molokai and 15 miles of
aerial (1 mile of underground) on Lanai. The
activated capacity of the Maui system is 750
MHz. Newer parts of the system have been
constructed to 795 MHz.
There are a total of 250 fiber nodes in the
system, including 5 in Hana, 8 on Lanai, and
16 on Molokai. Existing node areas were
constructed to serve no more than 500
Figure 1: Headend Building in Kihei
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homes. As advanced services have become more prevalent, more bandwidth has been allocated per
customer. As a result, new construction is designed to serve approximately 125 homes per node. Plans
are in place to subdivide existing nodes, splitting one node area into 2 or more. Based on current plans,
20 to 40 node‐splits are planned for 2012 and for following years. A split node effectively operates like 2
or more independent nodes, just in the same device. This is an effective method for providing
additional bandwidth for advanced services and to meet growing demand for data services.
Emergency Alert System
The emergency alert system (EAS) is based on a decoder system that can be triggered from Oahu, and
has two off‐air monitoring feeds: one from KLH – 92.5 FM, the second from KPOA – 93.5 FM.
Authorities can access the system to record and trigger alerts. An appropriately targeted alert message
triggers the EAS system to overlay the audio onto analog channels on the cable system. Test records
were inspected, confirming the execution of recent required EAS tests.
Because of technical limitations of digital technology, the digital channels are handled differently. The
EAS system also triggers a command to be sent to all digital set‐top converters, to change channels to a
local analog channel (called a “force‐tune”). Once the box has tuned to the local analog channel, the
analog message will be available to the viewer. This is a common method used throughout the cable
industry in order to meet EAS requirements.
System Reliability
As with most cable systems, reliability is primarily a function of two factors: the availability of electric
service to power the equipment and survivability of the cable plant. Aerial cable plant is especially
susceptible to storm damage, which is an unavoidable reality in coastal areas (especially in the state of
Hawaii). Since cable plant and the electric facilities generally follow the same routes and use the same
utility poles, damage to the cable plant can present a double impact: not only can cable plant be
damaged, disconnecting some area of the cable system from service, but a simultaneous power outage
may have an even larger effect, disconnecting electric service from cable equipment that might have
otherwise stayed in service.
System outages are inevitable from time to time. Therefore, to maintain minimal outage time,
diagnosing and responding to outages should be a priority. The Franchisee uses a system to monitor the
status of cable modems used by customers throughout the system. It is generally a sound approach to
assume that if the cable system is experiencing an outage, the cable modems will also fail, providing an
early warning to the cable operator. Using this method also allows technical personnel to analyze the
location of failed cable modems, in order to diagnose the outage location. Although this is a relatively
simple network monitoring scheme, it is used by many cable operators and it can be very effective.
The monitoring system is monitored 24 hours a day by the Company’s CTAC group on Oahu. The same
group performs evaluation of customer outage calls in order to localize the damage or equipment failure
and strategize the restoration effort.
Local staff indicated that the design standards from the corporate level have evolved in concert with the
Company’s growth in providing critical data and voice services to customers. One area where this is
having an impact on the Maui system is in the support systems and facilities, such as the Headend and
Hub power systems. Also, air conditioning systems are important to ensure long term equipment
reliability. The Kihei Headend has redundant HVAC systems, which provide more than twice the
necessary capacity. The temperature is remotely monitored to ensure proper operation.
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Backup Power Systems
Since electrical outages can have such a large impact,
backup generators and battery backup systems can play
an important role in maintaining reliable service. This
can be especially important where the Franchisee is a
provider of telephone service. In fact, the existing
system does have significant backup power resources,
helping to maintain service through power outages. The
Kihei Headend and the critical hubs use backup
generators with enough on‐site fuel to withstand a
Figure 2: Generator at the Kihei Headend
typical power outage. The design standard for backup
power at the Headend and hubs is for a minimum of 72 hours of operation. Since the node areas are
relatively small, it is not very likely that a customer will still have power while the nearby node serving
them is without power. However, it is important to realize that telephone services, offered through the
cable system, may be essential precisely because of a power outage. Therefore, as the Company
continues to provide telephone service, it is important that they place a priority on maintaining their
backup power systems. The generators are tested monthly and are inspected and receive maintenance
on a quarterly schedule.
Channel Plan/Chart
The current channel offerings include 66 analog channels (including 4 Public Education & Government
(PEG) channels) available in two tiers (Basic and Value), 229 digital channels, plus a large number of
premium and special interest channels, such as music, sports, and movies. Among the digital offerings
are 70 music channels, 59 high‐definition (HD) channels, and a large number of premium channels in
standard and high definition. Also, there are a number of on‐demand and pay per view channels in both
standard and high definition. A listing of channels provided in the analog lineup is provided in Appendix
B. The digital lineup is shown in Appendix C. The lineup is typical of the cable industry in upgraded
markets, where digital technology provides the capacity to carry a large number of channels for the
viewer, including traditional programming, on demand, and pay per view.

Public, Education & Government Programming
Among the channels are the Public, Educational, and
Government (PEG) channels.
The public access and
government channels are managed by the Akaku
organization in Kahului. The education channel is managed
by the University of Hawai’i. The following channels are
currently in operation:





Channel 52: Akaku Public Access
Channel 53: Akaku Community Affairs
Channel 54: Akaku Community Affairs
Channel 55: University of Hawai’i, Maui College

Akaku’s production facilities are equipped to provide training
and to support production of public programming. Jay April,
President & CEO provided a tour of the Kahului facility, where

Figure 3: Akaku’s playback and
uplink facilities.
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the organization offers training to those members of the public who are interested in video production
and editing. Programming is fed to the Headend over fiber, using a 4 channel fiber mux, manufactured
by Radiant Systems. Akaku staff hopes to upgrade this hardware in order to improve programming
quality.
Hospitality Services
The Company provides services to the hospitality industry throughout Maui. Five channel packages are
maintained specifically for the Hospitality customers. Specialized services including pay per view and
high speed data are also offered. Hotels are typically fed by dedicated fiber trunks from the hub. The
Company maintains a team of four technicians who are assigned specifically to the hospitality business.
Two‐Way / Data Services
The Company offers both Internet and telephone services over the cable system. Connectivity to the
Internet is over dedicated fiber from each Headend or hub. The Company is in the process of upgrading
the CMTS hardware in the Maui network. The existing Cisco UBR10000 platform is being replaced with
the Arris C4 system, which provides greater capacity and scalability to meet growing data requirements.
Although voice service is not a growing market, residential telephone service has been offered since
2008 and is based on Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) technology, carried by the data network.

Switched Digital Services
In recent years, the industry has begun to address the demand for more
channels of digital programming through the use of a switching
technology which allows customers to receive a combination of Video on
Demand (VOD) and other services. In order to offer larger channel plans,
some lesser‐viewed channels can be carried by switched digital services,
very similar to VOD. This method uses portions of the network
bandwidth to be shared by multiple channels on an as‐needed basis. In
this way, channels that are less popular, can be included in the channel
plan and only uses bandwidth on the system while they are actually
being watched by one or more customers. In addition to the switched
channels in the channel lineup, the same technology simultaneously
provides pay services like VOD.
Figure 4: Switched Digital
Gateway Hardware in Lahaina

Institutional Network (I‐Net)
The Institutional Network (I‐Net) connects data to the state Information and Communication Services
Division (ICSD) to serve government and to the University of Hawaii (UH) to serve schools and public
libraries. The I‐Net uses dense wave division multiplexed (DWDM) gigabit Ethernet as well as the legacy
synchronous optical network (SONET) equipment. The University of Hawai’i also serves video content to
the Maui system via Maui College, who also inserts local educational programming as needed.
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Leakage Tests
Leakage testing is required to prove that a cable system does not have the potential to interfere with
aeronautical radio communications. This is an essential requirement to support the safety of the public.
However, test results are also a good indicator of system condition and maintenance. The
documentation provided by OTWC includes the Maui, Molokai, and Lanai flyover tests from October
2011 (see Figures 5, 6, and 7). The results of the leakage tests reflect a sound system, well within
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) requirements.

Figure 5. Summary results of the latest FCC required fly‐over test, Maui System

Figure 6.
results of the
required fly‐over
Molokai System

Summary
latest FCC
test,
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Figure 7. Summary results of the latest FCC required fly‐over test, Lanai System

FCC Proof‐of‐Performance
Cable systems serving more than 1,000 customers are required to conduct proof‐of‐performance testing
at least two times per year and at intervals not to exceed 7 months. The results from the most recent
test, from April of 2012, were inspected and found to largely be in compliance with current FCC
performance requirements. During the field inspection, as a verification of system quality, in‐service
tests were witnessed at a number of test points.
Technical Observations
Signal testing was performed at five representative locations, each of which corresponds to an official
FCC test point in the system. Testing was observed at the following FCC Proof of Performance test point
locations:


Node 5725



Node 5707



Node 1062, 278 Kahana Ridge



Node 5505, 41 Kilihune Place



Node 5503, 151 Maikailoa

Signal quality at each of these locations was
found to typically fall well within FCC
requirements
and
industry
standards.
Measurements on Node 1062 do show slightly
Figure 6: Test Point on Node 5725
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reduced levels, which show a need for routine maintenance in that area. However, the vast
majority of the measurements are representative of a well maintained system. A summary of the
results of these tests is provided, for the designated test channels, in Appendix D.
The Company has a staff of six maintenance technicians for hub and Headend maintenance and repairs.
In addition, there are dedicated residential installation and service technicians. Also, the Company has
one dedicated data networking technician, specifically for data communications installation,
troubleshooting and repair. All these employees are stationed on the island, and so are available to
respond quickly for troubleshooting and repair.

Conclusion
The Oceanic Time Warner Cable system on Maui has been found to be technically sound. System
performance and quality levels are within FCC requirements. Operations, Maintenance, and repair
activities are well organized and performed with attention to detail and long term reliability as a priority.
The Company appears to strive to be competitive by providing reliable and comprehensive services. The
state of the industry is of continuous growth in demand for data services and digital programming. The
Company has demonstrated a proactive approach to anticipating and upgrading systems to meet this
demand. They are also showing continuing progress in upgrading support systems, such as backup
power, battery backup, and HVAC systems, all of which will improve reliability over time. These efforts
are impressive and should allow the Company to continue to provide services that are valued by the
public.
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Appendix A, Fiber & Microwave Backbone Map

Microwave paths from Lahaina to Lanai and Molokai
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Appendix B, Analog Channel Lineup
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Appendix C, Digital Channel Lineup
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Appendix D, Field Test Results
Summary of test requirements:
Video: Greater than 0 dBmV
Audio: Delta to Video must be between -10 and -17 dBc
C/N: Must be greater than 43 dB
Hum: Must be less than 3%
Observed Field Test Results:
Test Point: Node 5725
Test Equipment: Acterna SDA-5000
Channel Video, dBmV Audio, dBmV
2
17
22
32
42
58
66

20.6
16.7
16.7
17.1
16.8
16.1
16.8

5.3
2.2
1.9
1.8
2.2
1.9
3.6

Test Point: Node 5707
Test Equipment: Acterna SDA-5000
Channel Video, dBmV Audio, dBmV
2
17
22
32
42
58
66

22.5
23.2
25.0
25.4
24.9
25.5
25.0

8.8
9.1
11.3
9.7
10.1
11.0
11.2

Delta, dBc

C/N, dB

Hum, %

15.3
14.5
14.8
15.3
14.6
14.2
13.2

47.6
46.6
46.1
46.2
45.6
46.5
47.2

0.5

Delta, dBc

C/N, dB

Hum, %

13.7
14.1
13.7
15.7
14.8
14.5
13.8

48.2
49.3
47.7
48.3
48.3
49.7
49.6

0.6
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Test Point: Node 1062
Test Equipment: Acterna SDA-5000
Channel Video, dBmV Audio, dBmV
2
16
22
32
42
58
68
76

11.2
9.7
11.9
13.8
12.7
14.2
14.9
15.5

-3.6
-4.0
-1.6
-1.7
-1.6
-0.6
2.2
2.2

Test Point: Node 5505
Test Equipment: Acterna SDA-5000
Channel Video, dBmV Audio, dBmV
2
16
22
32
42
58
68
76

24.4
21.7
22.5
21.0
19.2
20.3
20.1
201.

8.9
7.9
8.5
5.6
4.4
6.3
7.3
6.3

Test Point: Node 5503
Test Equipment: Acterna SDA-5000
Channel Video, dBmV Audio, dBmV
2
16
22
32
42
58
68
76

21.3
21.2
23.1
23.5
23.5
23.7
23.3
22.4

7.4
7.7
8.5
8.5
8.5
10.9
10.9
8.6

Delta, dBc

C/N, dB

Hum, %

14.8
13.7
13.5
15.5
14.3
14.8
12.7
13.3

NA
41.6*
43.9
43.9
42.6*
43.8
43.8
44.3

0.9

Delta, dBc

C/N, dB

Hum, %

15.5
13.8
14.0
15.4
14.8
14.0
12.8
13.8

44.6
43.1
43.7
43.2
42.5
42.5
43.0
43.0

0.7

Delta, dBc

C/N, dB

Hum, %

13.9
13.5
14.6
15.0
15.0
13.5
12.4
13.8

46.4
47.3
47.5
48.2
47.5
48.6
48.2
47.2

0.6
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EXHIBIT A. SAMPLE LETTERS


State Legislators



PEG Executive Directors



Maui County Council



Maui Organizations



Maui College



Maui Residents



Molokai Residents



Lanai Residents

EXHIBIT B. SUMMARY OF ALL LETTERS


State Legislators



PEG Executive Directors



Maui County Council



Maui College



Maui Residents



Molokai Residents



Lanai Residents

Oahu Cable Franchise Renewal. Community Needs Assessment and Related Studies
Exhibits
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Sample Letters to DCCA


State Legislators



PEG Executive Directors



Maui County Council



Maui Organizations



Maui College



Maui Residents



Molokai Residents



Lanai Residents

Maui County Cable Franchise Renewal. Community Needs Assessment and Related Studies
Exhibit A

Exhibit B
Summary of All Letters to DCCA



State Legislators



PEG Executive Directors



Maui County Council



Maui College



Maui Residents



Molokai Residents



Lanai Residents

Maui County Cable Franchise Renewal. Community Needs Assessment and Related Studies
Exhibit B

Name (*=letter also
included in full above)
State Legislators
*Senator Rosalyn Baker

Organization (or
Individual)

Summary Identification of Needs/Interests

Dist.5, State Senate

*Representative
George Fonatine
PEG Executive
Directors
*Jay April, President &
CEO

Dist. 11, State House

Supports: renewal with conditions; community media as envisioned by Akaku; state‐of‐the art cable
service; fast, affordable Internet for all; accountability and performance standards in franchise
Supports Akaku and community media; availability of digital service for all

J.S. Robertson,
Managing Director
Roy Amemiya, Prsident
& CEO
Donna Dunham, GM

Ho’ike

Maui County Council
*Gladys C. Baisa,
Council Member

*Elle Cochran, Council
Member

Akaku

Olelo
Na Leo

Maui County Council

Maui County Council

Uniqueness of Maui calls for unique franchise; supports community media as “electronic commons”
regardless of technology; encourages negotiation of benefits comparable to NYC and Portland. Sets
forth 4 principles: 1) Equal right for community media; 2) Sustatinable funding for the future; 3) No
digital divide; 4) DCCA must negotiate for community media, public spectrum use, and broadband
internet. Lists 27 specific items to pursue in the franchise, involving the quality, format, sprectrum
requirements, and accessibility of PEG channels and programming; TW promotional spots for Akaku
services; capital and operating funding needs; support needed during technological transition;
availability of Internet service generally and for community purposes; and the enforceability of
franchise provisions.
Supports: PEG access on all tiers of service, full 3% of company gross revenues for PEG; provide freee
high‐speed community broadband in PEG provisions;
Supports continuing expansion of high quality PEG service on Maui; appreciates Akaku’s use of
technology for providing information, integration of digital media with student learning.
Supports Akaku and community media; appreciates Akaku YBEAM youth program, news programming,
other efforts
Uniqueness of Maui calls for unique franchise; supports community media as “electronic commons”
regardless of technology; encourages negotiation of benefits comparable to NYC and Portland. Sets
forth 4 principles: 1) Equal right for community media; 2) Sustainable funding for the future; 3) No
digital divide; 4) DCCA must negotiate for community media, public spectrum use, and broadband
internet. Lists 27 specific items to pursue in the franchise, involving the quality, format, spectrum
requirements, and accessibility of PEG channels and programming; TW promotional spots for Akaku
services; capital and operating funding needs; support needed during technological transition;
availability of Internet service generally and for community purposes; and the enforceability of
franchise provisions.
Uniqueness of Maui calls for unique franchise; supports community media as “electronic commons”
regardless of technology. Sets forth 3 principles: 1) Equal right for community media; 2) Sustainable
Maui County Cable Franchise Renewal. Community Needs Assessment and Related Studies
Exhibit B

Name (*=letter also
included in full above)

Organization (or
Individual)

Summary Identification of Needs/Interests
funding for the future; 3) No digital divide. Lists 27 specific items to pursue in the franchise, involving
the quality, format, spectrum requirements, and accessibility of PEG channels and programming; TW
promotional spots for Akaku services; capital and operating funding needs; support needed during
technological transition; availability of Internet service generally and for community purposes; and the
enforceability of franchise provisions.
Uniqueness of Maui calls for unique franchise; supports community media as “electronic commons”
regardless of technology. Lists 8 minimum services to negotiate for:
11. Cablecast Akaku channels with the same format and signal quality as local broadcast
channels, including HD, and make them available on multiple tiers.
12. Maintain channel ID numbers and locations as agreed to by Akaku.
13. Increase funding and capital support to Akaku, with no restrictions on Internet and
new media use.
14. Provide Maui County all public benefits Time Warner provides to any other franchise in
the nation.
15. Dedicate 10% of all bandwidth for public benefit use.
16. Provide fast, affordable Internet for all
17. Meet the Governor’s goal of symmetrical gigabit Internet by 2018
18. Provide Akaku 25 hours of Video on Demand

*Donald Couch, Council
Member

Maui County Council

*Mike White, Council
Member
Maui Community
Organizations
*Jeremy Baldwin,
President

Maui County Council

Provide connectivity to Hana, Molka’I and lana’I for PEG Access purposes; provide two separate feeds
from state legislature for Akaku; appreciates Akaku coverage of Council meetings

Makawao Community
Association Board of
Directors

Uniqueness of Maui calls for unique franchise; supports community media as “electronic commons”
regardless of technology. Lists 3 minimum services to negotiate for:
1. Cablecast Akaku channels with the same format and signal quality as local broadcast
channels, including HD, and make them available on multiple tiers.
2. Maintain channel ID numbers and locations as agreed to by Akaku.
3. Increase funding and capital support to Akaku, with no restrictions on Internet and
new media use.

Hana Youth Center, Inc.

Supports Akaku; appreciates YBEAM program, and Akaku service in general

*John L. Villiarimo,
Member, Bd. Of

Maui County Cable Franchise Renewal. Community Needs Assessment and Related Studies
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Name (*=letter also
included in full above)
Directors
*Jeanne Unamori Skog,
President & CEO

Organization (or
Individual)

Summary Identification of Needs/Interests

Maui Economic
Development Board, Inc.

*Robert Alpert, Media
Center Coordinator

Maui College

*Malia Cahill, E.D.

Maui Huliau Foundation

For purposes of civic engagement and economic development, supports Akaku services, calls for
increasing broadband and wi‐fi capabilities on Maui. Asks for specific franchise items: carry PEG
channels in same quality & format as commercial channels, provide free internet & wi‐fi connections
for public & certain other facilities, provide minimum 15 Mbps. Internet service, guarantee net‐
neutrality principles.
Recommends specific franchise requirements: Channel capacity for PEG, with quality equal to
commercial channels, authority of DCCA over all services provided on cable, more channel capacity for
digital and HD programming, 7‐year franchise agreement, PEG programming availability for all
subscribers
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
(subsequent substantially identical letters will be referred to only thus):
1. Cablecast Akaku channels with the same format and signal quality as local broadcast
channels, including HD, and make them available on multiple tiers.
2. Maintain channel ID numbers and locations as agreed to by Akaku.
3. Increase funding and capital support to Akaku, with no restrictions on Internet and
new media use
4. Provide Maui County all public benefits Time Warner provides to any other franchise in
the nation.
5. Honor contract with DCCA and Akaku regardless of changes in federal or state law.
6. Dedicate 10% of all bandwidth for public benefit use.
7. Provide fast, affordable Internet for all
8. Meet the Governor’s goal of symmetrical gigabit Internet by 2018
9. Free wi‐fi in public parks and designated areas
10. Provide Akaku 25 hours of Video on Demand

*Mike Moran, VP
*Cheryl Zarro, Board
Member

Kihei Community
Association
South Maui Learning
Ohana, Inc.

Cites critical role Akaku and its programs play in educational efforts in Maui; recommends collecting
full 5% franchise fee from TW, and increasing Akaku funding

Maui College
*Clyde Sakamote,

UH Maui College

Cites reliance of UHMC on TW service for educational purposes. Recommends: allowing college to

Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
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Name (*=letter also
included in full above)
Chancellor

Organization (or
Individual)

*Debasis Bhattacharya,
Vice Chancellor for IT

UH Maui College

Maui Residents
Joy Bran

Individual

*Joy Bran
*Gene Zarro

Individual
Individual

Antonio Gimbernat

Individual

Antonio Gimbernat
Antonio Gimbernat
Antonio Gimbernat

Individual
Individual
Individual

Diane Countryman
Jason Schwartz
John Sprinzel
Denise Smith

Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

Susan Douglas

Individual

Mark Goldberg
*Antonio Devebec

Individual
Individual

Summary Identification of Needs/Interests
provide services in digital format as well as analog; ensure reaching remote areas with disadvantaged
populations, especially for health education and emergency communications; facilitate UHMC
collaborations with TW in social, technological and economic development efforts. Specific requests:
maintain current level of analog services; provide digital and HD channels for UHMC use; provide
interconnect ion with other companies to reach remote and disadvantaged areas
Cites responsibility as provider of distance higher education, need for communications. Encourages
collaboration with TW and PEG provider. Recommends specific franchise provisions: 2 digital channels
for UHMC; maintain analog services; provide means for reaching remote and disadvantaged areas;
develop digital technologies, including handheld; bring TW mainland experience to benefit Maui.
Recommends: streamline public comment process; make CSpan and other information sources
available with no charge; maintain Akaku services; supports 4 principles: 1) Equal right for community
media; 2) Sustatinable funding for the future; 3) No digital divide; 4) DCCA must negotiate for
community media, public spectrum use, and broadband internet.
Make CSpan and other information sources available with no charge, to avoid economic discrimination
Encourages strong negotiations; see franchise discussions as contract negotiations; guarantee funding
for Akaku; put PEG channels on all tiers of service; support Jay April needs detail
Have TW provide viewer statistics; guard against abuse of non‐censorship of PEG programming;
community programming undermines economics of commercial efforts at local production;
appreciates being able to use Akaku facilities
Complains of being unable to market original screenplay
Complains of alleged excess revenue of TW
Proposes amendment to Telecommunications Act of 1934, to require TW to pay additional 5% of
revenues to County of Maui Film Office
Complains of problems with DVR (is currently on 5th DVR, and problems continue)
Has produced 500 shows over 19 years; appreciates Akaku; sees audience appreciation for his shows
Appreciates convenience and reasonable price of TW information service
Wants ascertainment meeting in Hana; TW service very poor in Hana—slow internet speeds, 3‐day
waits for repair service, one day per week of working service
Supports better, faster, more affordable internet; supports Akaku, robust community media in Maui
County, including funding
He and family of six support Akaku for educational programming
Appreciates Akaku services for information on local events, County Council and other government
meetings; encourages better system for locating TW channels in channel lineup.
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Name (*=letter also
included in full above)
Mark Sheehan

Organization (or
Individual)
Individual

*Alisha Jones
Tina Lia
Diane Fulton

Individual
Individual
Individual

Patricia Stillwel
Noel Ching Johnson

Individual
Individual

*Stuart Hirotsu

Individual

Peter C. King
Harian Hughes
M. Polenti
Tom Blackburn‐
Rodriquez
Captain Thomas Woolf
Ch??
*Charlotte F. Flavia
Krystle Marcellus
M.J Duberstein

Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

Teresa Cartwright
Wanda Moore

Individual
Individual

Rick Hanson

Individual

Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual
Individual

Summary Identification of Needs/Interests
Supports Akaku and community programming; encourages funding Akaku; also, increase speed and
availability of Internet service
Appreciates Akaku and YBEAM program; encourages support for youth programs
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Recommends protecting Akaku over term of franchise; complains of losing Akaku channels after
channel package change; recommends best nationally available Internet service throughout the
County; maintain franchise requirements regardless of changes in state or federal law.
Supports expanding PEG access, and Internet service on Maui
Unique situation of Maui requires unique franchise. Supports Akaku and community programming;
increased funding, HD channels, 10% of bandwidth for Akaku; faster internet speed throughout county
Appreciates professionalism at Akaku. Supports requiring cablecast of Akaku channels at same quality
and format as commercial channels, including HD and stereo audio; maintaining PEG channel ID;
increasing Akaku funding; dedicating 10% of TW bandwidth to Akaku; providing 25 hours of VOD for
Akaku
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Supports: PEG Access and broadband services equal to any in the country; linking support for PEG to
TW gross revenues; controlling TW changes in channels (prevent disappearing PEG channels); directing
all available franchise fees to Akaku, rather than DOE or UH; reconsidering funding of HPR; creating
competition for TW
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Supports HD quality and increased internet speed for Akaku and Maui County as a whole. Argues
these services increasingly important for entertainment, education, commerce.
Unique situation of Maui requires unique franchise. Supports Akaku and community programming;
format & quality of PEG channels equal to commercial channels, on multiple tiers; maintaining PEG
channel ID; increased funding for Akaku; benefits equal to any TW system in nation; honoring contract
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included in full above)

Organization (or
Individual)

Alberto Rojas
Stephen Luksic

Individual
Indivdual

*Ellen Levinsky

Individual

Mark Tracy

Individual

Louis J. DiLiberto
Suki Halevi

Individual
Individual

*Robert Malerba

Individual

John Naylor
Lance Holter
Molokai Residents
*Douglas Beijer

Individual
Individual

Douglas Beijer

Individual

*Douglas Beijer

Individual

Individual

Summary Identification of Needs/Interests
with DCCA and Akaku regardless of any change in federal or state law
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Supports: 20‐year contract for Akaku, regardless of technology changes; PEG channels on multiple
tiers; VOD, >50Mbps internet access and support for Akaku ; stability of PEG channels; assistance in
developing local content from TW; increasing support for PEG
Complains of TW outsourcing jobs, high price for cable service. Supports Akaku and Jay April testimony
re Akaku funding increase (10% of TW gross revenues) for 20 years; reach Governor’s goal of 1 gigabit
broadband by 2018; keep PEG cnannels stable and accessible; oversight to ensure TW performance on
franchise; 10% of bandwidth for Akaku; 25 hours of VOD for Akaku; PEG channel quality and format
equal to commercial channels, including HD; fast, affordable Internet for all.
Supports Akaku as “town commons”, for government meeting coverage, news programming. Decries
loss of CSpan, scarcity of good programming, high prices.
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Points out magnitude of TW gross revenues, money sent to parent affiliates; urges strong support for
PEG access—funding, outreach to more events, additional channel capacity, HD and VOD, live feeds
from remote loctions, free wi‐fi in public parks, broadband in community centers, libraries and
underserved areas. Recommends fast, affordable internet everywhere in Maui. Supports 3 principles:
: 1) Equal right for community media; 2) Sustatinable funding for the future; 3) No digital divide.
Encourages DCCA to negotiate for community media, public spectrum use, and broadband internet.
Appreciates Akaku and observes rapidity of technological change. Recommends educational
programming (e.g., History Channel, Discovery Science Channel) be put on basic tier. Includes letter
based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Letter based on model provided by Akaku, with 10 minimum services recommended for franchise
Complains of slow, intermittent TW Internet service on Molokai (Wave), and unresponsive TW
customer service. Provides language for proposed addition to franchise agreement which would be a
basis for regulating Internet speed and reliability.
Describes slow, unreliable Internet service on Molokai. Provides speed test and router logs showing
low speeds (sometimes less than .5 Mbps) and outages over several months. Complains that Wave
service is priced unfairly
Complains of poor and unfairly priced internet service on Molokai. Urges rejection of request to
consolidate franchises, which could obscure problems in local areas. TW described as unfit to provide
service
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Douglas Beijer

Organization (or
Individual)
Individual

Douglas Beijer

Individual

Douglas Beijer

Individual

Douglas Beijer

Individual

Paul and Janet Mullin

Individual

Carol Hinton

Individual

Daniel Emhof

Individual

Jodi Kaniakua
P.F. Bentley

Individual
Individual

*M.K.K. Chung

Individual

Gaellen Quinn

Individual

Michael C. Nichols

Individual

Michael C. Nichols
Michael C. Nichols

Individual
Individual

Michael C. Nichols

Individual

Summary Identification of Needs/Interests
Argues that Wave service can be provided at a higher level without hardship to TW because it requires
no fee for using national brand name like Roadrunner
Provides record of speed tests of Wave service for three evening times, showing speeds just over
2Mbps
Complains of poor cable and internet service. Documents with speed test data over six months,
showing very low download and upload speeds
Describes TW as unfit to provide service because of poor Internet service. Provides speed test data
over several months, showing slow speeds (often less than 1Mbps)
Complains that Akaku and other programming does not reach all areas of Molokai, particularly the
West end. Urges TW be required to extend service
Appreciates Akaku as free speech outlet; urges requirements for better quality, faster, more affordable
internet on Molokai
Appreciates Akaku as critical community resource. Complains of TW’s support for PEG; supports HD
for PEG, better accessibility of PEG channels; collecting full 5% franchise fees and increasing PEG
funding;
Appreciates Akaku as critical community information resource. Urges increased funding for Akaku.
Asserts need for increased funding and staffing of Akaku on Molokai, as well as better equipment, for
the organization to fulfill its mission. Complains Wave Internet service delivers only half what is
promised—like a pair of pants with only one leg.
Comments on TW service: inconsistent,, with frequent outages; long waits for phone response, and
barriers to access to customer service representatives; inadequate office hours; slow or non‐existent
credit adjustments. Also comments on Akaku, appreciating: uncensored programming; coverage of
govt. and civic meetings; educational content and no commercials; cost‐effective programming; free
speech avenue. Recommends supporting Akaku over long term. Rejects idea of putting PEG services
out to bid.
Reports slow Internet speed on Molokai, with speed test record provided. Claims speed does not
qualify as high‐speed Internet service under FCC standards
Reports speed test on Molokai internet service, showing download speed of just over 2 Mbps; Cites
FCC standard of 4 Mbps to show Molokai would not qualify as “served.”
Provides additional speed test result on East Molokai showing low upload speed
Provides additional speed test result on East Molokai showing download speed of 2.17 Mbps, upload
speed of .10 Mbps
Provides additional speed test result on East Molokai showing download speed of 4.10 Mbps, upload
speed of .21 Mbps
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Les and Helen Wiley

Organization (or
Individual)
Individual

Barbara Haliniak

Individual

Lanai Residents
*Anthony Kaauamo
Pacheco

Individual

Summary Identification of Needs/Interests
Complains of poor Internet service on Molokai. Says it is slower than many third‐world countries.
Shows speed test results indicating 2.12 Mbps download speed, .18 Mbps.upload speed. Complains
also of internet outages. Complains of poor cable service: no availability of HD service despite having
HD television set. Recommends TW be required to provide same level of service to all Maui County
customers; also, review franchise periodically to ensure currency with available technology
Supports continuation of PEG programming, Akaku, especially meeting coverage, election coverage,
community event coverage. Supports increased funding for Akaku

Supports Akaku’s satellite operation on Lanai, especially for covering local issues like wind
farms and the recent sale of the island, and also Akaku’s service to Lanai high school and
elementary school. Urges continuation of support for work of Akaku.
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